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Welcome Message from Dr. Been-Huang Chiang
Minister of Ministry of Health and Welfare
Distinguish guests, health promoting schools academics, school representatives, and our friends from afar.
Good morning!
WHO has stated that tobacco use, physical inactivity, the harmful use of alcohol and unhealthy diets are the
noteworthy dangerous factors towards Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs), and schools are the most
important and most direct places to educate children and teenagers about healthy lifestyles.
In order to response to WHO’s concept, the Ministry of Health and Welfare has promoted “the health
promoting school program” in collaboration with the Ministry of Education since 2002. The aim of this plan is
to establish a school environment which supports healthy lifestyles of children and teenagers. Since 2008,
over 3000 schools in Taiwan, including elementary, junior high, senior high and vocational high schools, have
all participated in the program. The themes which have been promoted were oral health, vision health,
healthy fitness, smoking cessation, national health insurance, sex education (including AIDS prevention) etc.
The Health Promotion Administration, the Ministry of Health and Welfare also initiated the “International
Accreditation Program of Health Promoting Schools” in 2012. The accreditation takes the emphases placed
on related issues by school staffs and students, and incorporates them into the school policies to construct a
healthy working and learning environment for both teachers and students and to help them to fulfill healthy
lifestyles.
I would like to congratulate the schools with international accreditation award this year; your achievements
display that “Health in All Policies” has been fully implemented in school settings. The accomplishments,
monitoring tools, and future prospects of health promoting schools from Taiwan, United States, Europe, and
Asia will also be shared as the main scope of this conference. Through the experiences shared by both
domestic and abroad school staff members today, we hope to help students, staffs, and parents to fight
against health threats of the new generation. Lastly, I would like to show my appreciation toward your
participation, and I wish this conference a great success! Thank you!

Dr. Been-Huang Chiang,
Minister, Ministry of Health and Welfare, Taiwan
November 14th, 2014
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衛生福利部蔣丙煌部長歡迎詞
各位與會貴賓、各位關心健康促進學校的學者、學校代表、各位女士、先生大家好：
世界衛生組織指出，吸菸、喝酒、不運動與不健康飲食是非傳染病的重要危險因子，而學校是最能直
接對兒童及青少年培養健康生活習慣的重要場所。
本部為響應世界衛生組織健康促進學校之理念，自 2002 年起與教育部簽署共同推動健康促進學校計
畫，以建構兒童及青少年健康生活的支持性校園，至 2008 年全國所有國中、國小及高中職都推動健康
促進學校計畫；推動之重要議題包括口腔保健、視力保健、健康體位、菸害防制、全民健保、性教育(含
愛滋病防治)等。
為具體呈現我國健康促進學校成果，鼓勵學校積極推動，本部國民健康署於 2012 年起辦理健康促進學
校國際認證，以經由全校師生對相關議題的重視，將健康議題納入學校各項政策，建構教職員工及學
生健康的工作與學習環境，協助落實健康生活型態。
我要恭喜今年國際認證之獲獎學校，這代表 Health in All Policies 在學校也已落實。今天的研討會以臺
灣、美洲、歐洲及亞洲等多國推動健康促進學校之成果、監測工具及未來願景作為重要主題，希望藉
由此國內外健康促進學校工作者經驗分享機會，並將經驗帶回自己工作崗位，協助學生、教職員工及
家長對抗非傳染病帶來的健康危機。最後，再度感謝各位的踴躍參與，敬祝大會圓滿成功！

衛生福利部 蔣丙煌部長 謹致
103 年 11 月 14 日
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Welcome Message from Dr. Shu-Ti Chiou
Director-General, Health Promotion Administration, Ministry of Health and Welfare
Distinguish guests, friends and colleagues, ladies and gentlemen, good morning!
This conference was organized by the health promoting school networks in the United States, Canada,
Europe and Asia. I would like to thank everyone, including Director McCall and Professor Lee, for their
assistance in the conference agenda. I would also like to thank all foreign and domestic experts of the
accreditation committee for their efforts in this year’s international accreditation program.
In August 2013, the “School Health Symposium”, a pre-conference of the 21st IUHPE World Conference on
Health Promotion, was organized by the International School Health Network, Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, and HPA. During that symposium, two principals from golden medal awarded
schools were invited to speak about their experiences. Their presentations were praised by all sixty
participants from twenty countries. This conference was announced to take place in 2014 at Taiwan; we
were both honored and excited to welcome everyone to come to Taiwan.
In order to promote health status of students, the Ministry of Health and Welfare has collaborated with the
Ministry of Education to promote the “health promoting school program” since 2002. Now all elementary,
junior high, senior high and vocational high schools in Taiwan have participated in the program. The
important topics include oral health, vision health, fitness, smoking cessation, National Health Insurance and
sex education (including AIDS prevention), etc.
The HPA initiated the “International Accreditation Program of Health Promoting Schools” in 2012. This
accreditation system was based on the “Health Promoting School-A Framework for Action”, published by the
WHO, and drew from international experiences. This year, we have completed the 2nd accreditation; the
response was very enthusiastic; 238 schools have enrolled and a total of 5 schools were awarded with
golden medals, 20 schools with silver medals, and 31 schools with bronze medals.
Lastly, I would like to thank all of our experts and participants for your contribution of professional
knowledge and experiences, which will be very valuable to the work of school health promotion. Also,
congratulation to all of the winning schools! I wish this conference a great success, and good health to
everyone!

Dr. Shu-Ti Chiou,
Director-General of Health promotion Administration, Ministry of Health and Welfare, Taiwan
November 14th, 2014
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國民健康署邱淑媞署長歡迎詞
各位貴賓，各位女士、先生大家好：
本次研討會由本署與美國、加拿大、歐洲及亞洲之健康促進學校網絡主辦，我要感謝協助設計議程的
國外專家們，包括加拿大 ISHN 執行長 Douglas McCall 及李大拔教授，也要致謝協助今年國際認證審查
的國內外委員。
2013 年 8 月本署與加拿大國際學校健康網絡（簡稱 ISHN）、美國視導與課程發展協會(簡稱 ASCD)，配
合第 21 屆 IUHPE 世界健康促進研討會前，合作辦理學校健康研討會(School Health Symposium)，邀請獲
金質獎之 2 所學校校長分享推動健康促進學校之成功經驗。獲與會來自 20 個國家、60 名專家一致好評
及讚許，並於當次會議宣布將辦理本次研討會。我們很榮幸也很歡迎大家來參與本會。
為促進學生健康，教育部於 2002 年與衛生福利部 (前衛生署）共同承諾推動健康促進學校，目前全國
所有高中職、國中及國小已全面推動健康促進學校，推動之重要議題包括口腔保健、視力保健、健康
體位、菸害防制、全民健保、性教育(含愛滋病防治)等。
本署並於 2012 年參採世界衛生組織「健康促進學校發展綱領－行動架構」與國際專家之建議，發展完
成我國健康促進學校國際認證系統，並辦理第 2 次國際認證。今年第 2 次認證報名學校很踴躍，共計
238 所學校報名參加，經過地方、中央及國際認證委員之三階段審查後，計有 5 校榮獲金質獎，20 所
學校榮獲銀質獎，31 所學校榮獲銅質獎。
最後，我要感謝與會各國專家分享經驗和專業知識，相信有助於我們推動健康促進工作。我在此要恭
喜所有得獎學校。祝各位身體健康，萬事如意，大會圓滿成功。

國民健康署 邱淑媞署長 謹致
103 年 11 月 14 日
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Organizers / 主辦單位
Health Promotion Administration, Ministry of Health and Welfare
衛生福利部國民健康署
ASCD (Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development)
美國視導與課程發展協會
ISHN (International School Health Network)
加拿大國際學校健康網絡
SHE (School for Health in Europe)
歐洲學校健康網絡
Asia Cross-Sector Network
亞洲學校健康與發展跨區域網絡

Conference Introduction / 研討會介紹
Main Theme / 主題
Assessments, Accomplishments, Anniversaries and Action: Knowing Where we are at, to focus on Where we
are Going in School Health, Development and Education
學校健康促進與教育—過去、現在及未來行動展望

Abstract / 摘要
The school health movement emerged in many countries around the world in the late 1980's, with many
countries formalizing their multi-intervention approaches and programs in the years that immediately
followed. Two and half decades later, many countries are moving forward while some are re-assessing their
approach. Remarkable progress has been made, despite the absence of high level policy commitments in
many jurisdictions. Education and schooling has re-emerged as a vital focus, as a backbone to most health,
development and social programs while educational authorities are debating, once again, the basic
goals/structures of schooling. The economic downturn in several jurisdictions are putting immense pressure
on public health systems, particularly the health promotion programs that are vital to long-term health but
that often do not fare well in crisis management thinking.
In this important time of reflection and decision-making, it is vital that school health and development
programs benefit from appropriate and long-term assessments. This conference will examine such valid and
comprehensive systems for monitoring and reporting progress. Current and innovative tools and better
practices in monitoring, reporting assessment will be examined. (ISHN has a discussion group that can lead
this) Before and after the event, participants will have the opportunity to discuss these better practices and
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to share country and state level information in useful, comparable and realistic ways. (ISHN has a database
of national, state reports and contacts that could be built up and shared for the event.)
Sometimes, in the face of adversity or daily business, we forget to honour our accomplishments and
celebrate our important anniversaries. Taiwan, the host of this event, will be celebrating its 18th year of its
excellent, national program but we all have much to celebrate. In addition to the human and health
promoting elements of that celebration, this conference will examine the very real, very significant cost
benefits of working within a long term, coordinated plan.
Actions are always called for after most assessments and anniversaries. But this event will identify and
discuss actions of a slightly different sort. We will articulate new pathways that follow at least two important
new directions in school-based and school-linked health and social development. The first is to ensure that
these actions are embedded deeply within the core mandates and priorities of education systems. The
second is that we will start with the ends more firmly in mind, by re-ordering our thinking to identify the
system and organizational capacities required to sustain multi-intervention approaches and programs in the
long term, on how we need to influence or support systems change, on how we need to build scaffolds and
other incremental supports into more carefully structured implementation and maintenance planning.
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Floor Plan / 平面圖
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Conference Program
DAY 1: November 14th (Friday)
09:00-09:30

Registration
Opening Remarks
Dr. Tzou-Yien Lin
Deputy Minister of Ministry of Health and Welfare, Taiwan

09:30-09:50

Representative
Ministry of Education, Taiwan

Dr. Li-Hui Yu
Deputy Director General of Health Promotion Administration, Ministry of Health and Welfare, Taiwan

09:50-09:55

Group Photo 1

09:55-10:55

Accredited Health Promoting Schools Awarding

10:55-11:05

Group Photo 2

11:05-11:35

Special
Speech 1:
Panelist:

Children Cannot Learn if They Are Not Healthy and Safe
Dr. Gene Carter
Former Executive Director and CEO, Association for Supervision & Curriculum
Development, USA

Lunch & Poster Section

11:35-13:00

Objective 1: Long-established Health Promoting School Program
Moderator:

Dr. Gene Carter
Former Executive Director and CEO, Association for Supervision & Curriculum
Development, USA

13:00-13:30

Report 1:
Panelist:

Celebration of 18th Anniversaries of Health Promoting School Program
in Taiwan
Dr. Li-Hui Yu
Deputy Director General, Health Promotion Administration, Ministry of Health
and Welfare, Taiwan

Report 2:

The Current Situation and Future Aspects of School Health in Low and
Middle Income Asian Country
Prof. Jun Kobayashi

13:30-14:00

Panelist:

14:00-14:30

Report 3: Learning and Health Go Hand in Hand: Health Promoting Schools in
Europe
Panelist: Mr. Goof Buijs

Head and Professor, Department of Global Health, School of Health Sciences,
University of the Ryukyus, Japan

Manager SHE network, CBO, Netherlands

14:30-14:50

Q&A

14:50-15:00

Coffee Break
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Objective 2: Accomplishments of School Health Program
Moderators:

Prof. Fu-Li Chen
Professor, Department of Public Health, Fu-Jen Catholic University, Taiwan

Prof. Ying-Wei Wang
Associate Professor, Department of Public Health, Tzuchi University

15:00-15:30

Report 1： Mental Health Literacy in the School Setting: Challenges, Opportunities
and Evidence Based Examples
Panelist： Ms. Yi-Feng Wei
Researcher / Sun Life Financial Chair in Adolescent Mental Health, IWK Health
Centre, Dalhousie University, Canada

Report 2： School-Health-Education New Perspectives in School Health Promotion
15:30-16:00

Panelist： Prof. Peter Paulus
Head, Center of Applied Sciences of Health, Leuphana University of Lueneburg,
Germany

Report 3： Successful Examples of Health Promoting School—From Whole Child
Approach
Panelist 1： Provincial/State/National Example
 Healthy Schools in Ontario (16:00-16:30)
Ms. Margaret Connor
Assistant Deputy Minister, Ministry of Education – Toronto Ontario Canada,
Canada

16:00-17:00

Panelist 2： School Representatives
 Taiwan 2014 Health Promotion School Accreditation Golden School
(16:30-16:45)
Tainan Municipal Yanshuei Elementary School
 QK Blog - QK 部落 an Integrated Cross-Sectoral Youth Project in Kwai
Tsing (16:45-17:00)
Dr. Chun-Bong Chow
Director, Kwai Tsing Safe Community and Healthy City Association, Hong
Kong

17:00-17:20

Q&A
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DAY 2: November 15th (Saturday)
09:30-10:00

Registration
Objective 3: Assessment Tool of School Health Program
Moderator:

Prof. Hung-Yi Chiou
Vice President / Professor, Public Health Department, Taipei Medical University,
Taiwan

10:00-10:30

Report 1:
Panelist:

Multi-year School Health and Practices Survey in USA
Prof. Susan Telljohann
Professor Emeritus, Health Education, University of Toledo, USA

Report 2:
10:30-11:00

Panelist:

International Initiatives to Monitor, Report & Evaluate School Health
Approaches & Programs: Implications for Countries & Schools
Mr. Douglas McCall
Executive Director, International School Health Network, Canada

11:00-11:30

Report 3:
Panelist:

Hong Kong Healthy School Award Scheme: Accreditation Approach
Prof. Albert Lee
Professor (Clinical), JC School of Public Health and Primary Care, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

11:30-11:50

Q&A

11:50-13:00

Lunch & Poster Section
Objective 4: Future Action of School Health Program
Moderator:

Prof. Chieh-Hsing Liu
Professor, Health Promotion and Health Education, College of Education,
National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan

13:00-13:30

Report 1： Towards Integral Engagement in the Post-2015 Process: Educators
Views from within and beyond the Global Education First Initiative
Panelist： Dr. David Edwards
Deputy Secretary General, Education International, USA

Report 2： Health Promotion in Schools, the Challenge of Teacher Training
13:30-14:00

Panelist： Prof. Didier Jourdan
Dean and Professor, Faculty of Education ESPE Clermont-Auvergne, France

14:00-15:00

Panel
Ethical Perspectives of School Health from Children’s Right, Legal Aspect
Discussion： etc.
Panelist： Dr. Gene Carter, Mr. Goof Buijs, Ms. Yi-Feng Wei, Prof. Peter Paulus,
Ms. Margaret Connor, Dr. Chun-Bong Chow, Prof. Susan Telljohann,
Mr. Douglas McCall, Prof. Albert Lee, Dr. David Edwards and Prof.
Didier Jourdan

15:00-15:20

Q&A

15:20-15:30

Closing
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研討會議程
第一天：103 年 11 月 14 日 (星期五)
報到註冊

09:00-09:30

開幕致詞
衛生福利部
教育部
國民健康署

09:30-09:50

林次長奏延
代表
游副署長麗惠

09:50-09:55

外賓合照

09:55-10:55

103 年健康促進學校國際認證獲獎學校頒獎
頒發認證委員感謝狀

10:55-11:05

獲獎學校合照

11:05-11:35

全球學校健康宣言引發之知識效應
講者: Dr. Gene Carter

11:35-13:00

午餐及海報展示

特別演講:

Former Executive Director and CEO, Association for Supervision & Curriculum
Development, USA

主題一: 推動多年的健康促進學校計畫
主持人:

13:00-13:30

13:30-14:00

14:00-14:30

Dr. Gene Carter
Former Executive Director and CEO, Association for Supervision & Curriculum
Development, USA

講題 1:
講者:

臺灣健康促進學校推動 18 年之歷程及重要成果
游副署長麗惠, 衛生福利部國民健康署

講題 2:
講者:

強化中低收入國家推動學校健康政策之能力及未來方向
Prof. Jun Kobayashi
Head and Professor, Department of Global Health, School of Health Sciences,
University of the Ryukyus, Japan

講題 3: 歐洲健康促進學校計畫
講者: Mr. Goof Buijs
Manager SHE network, CBO, Netherlands

14:30-14:50

綜合討論

14:50-15:00

休息時間
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主題二: 健康促進學校計畫的重要成就
主持人:

陳富莉教授, 輔仁大學公共衛生學系
Professor, Department of Public Health, Fu-Jen Catholic University Taiwan

王英偉副教授, 慈濟大學公共衛生學系
Associate Professor, Department of Public Health, Tzu Chi University

15:00-15:30

講題 1： 學校心理健康促進工作
講者： Ms. Yi-Feng Wei
Researcher / Sun Life Financial Chair in Adolescent Mental Health, IWK Health
Centre, Dalhousie University, Canada

講題 2： 學校/健康/教育—學校健康促進計畫新觀點
15:30-16:00

講者： Prof. Peter Paulus
Head, Center of Applied Sciences of Health, Leuphana University of Lueneburg,
Germany

講題 3： 以全人方式推動健康促進學校之成功案例
講者 1： Provincial/State/National Example
 Healthy Schools in Ontario (16:00-16:30)
Ms. Margaret Connor
Assistant Deputy Minister, Ministry of Education – Toronto Ontario Canada,
Canada

16:00-17:00

講者 2： School Representatives
 台灣金質獎學校案例分享 (16:30-16:45)
台南市鹽水國小

 QK Blog - QK 部落 an Integrated Cross-Sectoral Youth Project in Kwai
Tsing (16:45-17:00)
Dr. Chun-Bong Chow
Director, Kwai Tsing Safe Community and Healthy City Association, Hong
Kong

綜合討論

17:00-17:20
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第二天：103 年 11 月 15 日 (星期六)
報到註冊

09:30-10:00

主題三：學校健康促進計畫之評估工具
主持人:

邱弘毅副校長, 台北醫學大學
Vice President / Professor, Public Health Department, Taipei Medical University,
Taiwan

10:00-10:30

講題 1:
講者:

美國學校健康與實務調查
Prof. Susan Telljohann
Professor Emeritus, Health Education, University of Toledo, USA

講題 2:
10:30-11:00

講者:

學校健康促進計畫之監測與成效評估
Mr. Douglas McCall
Executive Director, International School Health Network, Canada

講題 3:
講者:
11:00-11:30

香港健康促進學校認證系統
Prof. Albert Lee
Professor (Clinical), JC School of Public Health and Primary Care, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

11:30-11:50

綜合討論

11:50-13:00

午餐及海報展示
主題四：健康促進學校計畫之未來行動方向
主持人:

劉潔心教授, 國立臺灣師範大學
Professor, Health Promotion and Health Education, College of Education,
National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan

13:00-13:30

講題 1： Towards Integral Engagement in the Post-2015 Process: Educators
Views from within and beyond the Global Education First Initiative
講者： Dr. David Edwards
Deputy Secretary General, Education International, USA

講題 2： Health Promotion in Schools, the Challenge of Teacher Training
13:30-14:00

講者： Prof. Didier Jourdan
Dean and Professor, Faculty of Education ESPE Clermont-Auvergne, France

小組討論： 從學生權益出發，看健康促進學校計畫的倫理層面
14:00-15:00

講者： Dr. Gene Carter, Mr. Goof Buijs, Ms. Yi-Feng Wei, Prof. Peter Paulus,
Ms. Margaret Connor, Dr. Chun-Bong Chow, Prof. Susan Telljohann,
Mr. Douglas McCall, Prof. Albert Lee, Dr. David Edwards and Prof.
Didier Jourdan

15:00-15:20

綜合討論

15:20-15:30

閉幕式
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Invited Speakers and Moderators / 特邀講員及座長
Name

Affiliation

Speech Topic

Special Speech: Children Cannot Learn if They Are Not Healthy and Safe

Dr. Gene Carter
(USA)

Former Executive Director and
CEO, Association for Supervision
& Curriculum Development

Children Cannot Learn if They Are
Not Healthy and Safe

Objective 1: Long-established Health Promoting School Program

Dr. Gene Carter
(USA)

Former Executive Director and
CEO, Association for Supervision
& Curriculum Development

Moderator

Dr. Li-Hui Yu
(Taiwan)

Deputy Director General ,Health
Promotion Administration,
Ministry of Health and Welfare

Celebration of 18 Anniversaries of
Health Promoting School Program
in Taiwan

Head and Professor, Department
of Global Health, School of Health
Sciences, University of the
Ryukyus

The Current Situation and Future
Aspects of School Health in Low
and Middle Income Asian Country

Manager SHE network, CBO

Learning and Health Go Hand in
Hand: Health Promoting Schools in
Europe

Prof. Jun Kobayashi
(Japan)

Mr. Goof Buijs
(Netherlands)

th

Objective 2: Accomplishments of School Health Program

Prof. Fu-Li Chen
(Taiwan)

Professor, Department of Public
Health, Fu-Jen Catholic University
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Moderator

Name

Affiliation

Speech Topic

Objective 2: Accomplishments of School Health Program

Prof. Ying-Wei Wang
(Taiwan)

Ms. Yi-Feng Wei
(Canada)

Prof. Peter Paulus
(German)

Ms. Margaret
Connor
(Canada)

Yan-Bin Lu
(Taiwan)

Dr. Chun-Bong Chow
(Hong Kong)

Associate Professor, Department
of Public Health, Tzuchi
University

Moderator

Researcher/ Sun Life Financial
Chair in Adolescent Mental
Health, IWK Health Centre,
Dalhousie University

Mental Health Literacy in the
School Setting: Challenges,
Opportunities and Evidence Based
Examples

Head, Center of Applied Sciences
of Health, Leuphana University of
Lueneburg

School-Health-Education New
Perspectives in School Health
Promotion

Assistant Deputy Minister,
Ministry of Education – Toronto
Ontario Canada

Successful Examples of Health
Promoting School—From Whole
Child Approach
 Healthy Schools in Ontario

Principal, Tainan Municipal
Yanshuei Elementary School

Successful Examples of Health
Promoting School—From Whole
Child Approach
 Taiwan 2014 Health
Promotion School
Accreditation Golden School

Director, Kwai Tsing Safe
Community and Healthy City
Association

Successful Examples of Health
Promoting School—From Whole
Child Approach
 QK Blog - QK 部落
an Integrated Cross-Sectoral
Youth Project in Kwai Tsing

Objective 3: Assessment Tool of School Health Program

Prof. Hung-Yi Chiou
(Taiwan)

Vice President / Professor, Public
Health Department, Taipei
Medical University
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Moderator

Name

Affiliation

Speech Topic

Objective 3: Assessment Tool of School Health Program

Prof. Susan Telljohann
(USA)

Professor Emeritus, Health
Education, University of Toledo

Multi-year School Health and
Practices Survey in USA

Mr. Douglas McCall
(Canada)

Executive Director, International
School Health Network

International Initiatives to
Monitor, Report & Evaluate School
Health Approaches & Programs:
Implications for Countries &
Schools

Prof. Albert Lee
(British)

Professor (Clinical), JC School of
Public Health and Primary Care,
The Chinese University of Hong
Kong

Hong Kong Healthy School Award
Scheme: Accreditation Approach

Objective 4: Future Action of School Health Program

Prof. Chieh-Hsing Liu
(Taiwan)

Dr. David Edwards
(USA)

Prof. Didier Jourdan
(France)

Professor, Health Promotion and
Health Education, College of
Education, National Taiwan
Normal University

Moderator

Deputy Secretary General,
Education International

Towards Integral Engagement in
the Post-2015 Process: Educators
Views from within and beyond the
Global Education First Initiative

Dean and Professor, Faculty of
Education ESPE
Clermont-Auvergne

Health Promotion in Schools, the
Challenge of Teacher Training
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Special Speech

Children Cannot Learn if They Are Not Healthy and Safe

th

November 14 , Friday, 11:05-11:35

Gene Carter
Former Executive Director and CEO, Association for Supervision & Curriculum
Development, USA

Education
1973

Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia University

1967

M. Ed., BostonUniversity

1960

Virginia State University

Biography
Dr. Gene R. Carter served as Executive Director and CEO of ASCD, an international professional development
association with affiliates in Canada, the Caribbean, East Asia, and the United States for 22 years before
retiring in June 2014. He is an alumnus of Virginia State University (B.A., 1960), Boston University (M.Ed.,
1967), and TC (Ed.D., 1973). In 1991, he was awarded the Distinguished Alumni Award from TC. He was
also selected the first National Superintendent of the Year by the American Association of School
Administrators. Dr. Carter received an honorary Doctor of Law degree from Virginia State University and an
honorary Doctor of Letters degree from Old Dominion University. He has written widely and is co-author of
The American School Superintendent: Leading in an Age of Pressure (with William Cunningham, 1997).
Dr. Carter joined the Teachers College, Columbia University’s Board of Trustees in 2008. Additionally, he
serves on the America Frontier Culture Foundation Board, and the Old Dominion University College of
Education’s Advisory Board. Previously, he also served on the Norfolk Southern Corporation Board of
Directors (chaired the Audit Committee and served on the Compensation Committee).
He and his wife, Lillian Young Carter, have two sons and three grandchildren.
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Children Cannot Learn if They Are Not Healthy and Safe
Gene Carter
This presentation will outline the rationale for and progress made on the development of a Global School
Health Statement which seeks to integrate the sectors of education and health at the systems level.
Developed out of the inaugural Global School Health Symposium in Thailand, 2012, this Statement invites
the health sector, along with other social sectors, to a dialogue to lead a revised partnership with education
that uses a capacity-focused and systems-based approach to embed their school-related efforts more fully
into the core mandates, constraints, processes, and concerns of educational systems. Additional symposia
have been held and are planned for North America and Europe and the statement has garnered the
attention of many of the world’s leading education and health organizations. Join us as in our call for more
engagement, more cooperation, and more success in promoting the health, learning, and development of
our young people.
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Children Cannot Learn If They
Are Not Healthy and Safe
Dr. Gene R. Carter
Emeritus Executive Director, ASCD
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If decisions about education policy and practice
started by asking what works for the child, how would
resources — time, space, and human—be arrayed to
ensure each child’s success? If the student were truly
at the center of the system, what could we achieve?

Actualization
Esteem

Love & Belonging

Safety

Physiological

Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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Challenged
Actualization
Esteem
Supported
LoveEngaged
& Belonging
Safety
Safe

Physiological
Healthy

Abraham
ASCD’s
Maslow’s
WholeHierarchy
Child Tenets
of Needs

Each moment we live never was before and will never be
again. And yet what we teach children in school is
2 + 2 = 4 and Paris is the capital of France.
What we should be teaching them is what they are.
We should be saying: “Do you know what you are?
You are a marvel. You are unique.”
In all the world there is no other child exactly like you.
In the millions of years that have passed, there has never
been another child exactly like you.
— Pablo Casals
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There can be no keener revelation of a society’s soul than
the way in which it treats its children.
—Nelson Mandela

To the doctor, the child is a typhoid patient;
to the playground supervisor, a first baseman;
to the teacher, a learner of arithmetic.
At times, he may be different things to each of these
specialists, but too rarely is he a whole child
to any of them.
—From the 1930 report of the White House
Conference on Children and Youth
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Health and education are related.
They are interrelated.
They are symbiotic.

With every interaction in a school,
we are either building community or destroying it.
- James Comer
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Education is the one social factor that is consistently
linked to longer lives in every country where it has
been studied …
Graduation from high school has been associated
with reduced bouts of illness as well as less harmful
illness.
And, ultimately, graduation has been shown to
increase an individual’s average lifespan by between
six and nine years.

Discipline

Grades

Truancy

Breakfast

Absenteeism

Physical Activity

Vision

Violence

Drop-out

Asthma

Teen
pregnancy

School
Climate
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Inattention &
Hyperactivity

Graduation
Rate

healthy

safe

engaged

supported

challenged

We have a choice.
Do we make incremental change and tinker around the
edges of an already dysfunctional system?
Do we aim to shout the loudest and demand to be heard
across a structure that has been designed to keep these
sectors separate?

Or do we demand a change to these systems themselves?
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We have a choice.
The paradigm shift is not shouting louder in this
environment about the need for health to be taken
seriously.
The paradigm shift here is for the health sector and
education to adapt to one another. For anything to
succeed in a school it must take that context, that
school culture, into account and act upon it.

Global School Health Statement
What was obvious from the start was that we should
not be seeking “alignment” – we should not be
seeking a system where each sector sits alongside
each other and cooperates.
Rather we should be seeking “integration”.
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Global School Health Statement
[T]argets or policies that focus only on one set of
outcomes undermine the success and sustainability of
interventions. Too often we have seen initiatives that
compete with educational outcomes, as opposed to
complementing them.
As such, educators and policymakers often view health
and other social programs as an "add-on" to their own
core responsibilities.

Global School Health Statement
1. The health sector needs to seek integration within the
education system—not education's adoption of health
priorities. The health sector must find its cultural anchor
within education and integrate its processes and
outcomes.
2. Health system officials, decision makers, and
researchers should examine and better understand
educational systems via dialogue led or facilitated by
educators, in order to better integrate within them.
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Global School Health Statement
3. Health and social sectors join the education sector in
focusing on the growth and development of the whole
child rather than directing attention and resources only
toward specific diseases, behaviors, or conditions as
separate or siloed entities.
4. This realignment of health and other sector efforts
should be based on a systems-based, organizational
development approach focused on capacity building and
continuous improvement.

Global School Health Statement
Over 18 signatory organizations globally…
Taiwan Health Promotion Administration
Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization
Schools for Health in Europe
New Zealand Post Primary Teachers' Association
Special Olympics, Inc.,
Education International
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Global School Health Statement
Over 18 signatory organizations globally…
…over 30 million educators – principals,
superintendents, teachers, support professionals;
health professionals – public health, health promotion,
school health;
and policymakers – globally.

But this is not a call to action that demands health for
education’s sake.
Nor is it education for health’s sake.
Rather, it is a call for health and education for
each child’s sake.
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healthy

safe

engaged

supported

challenged
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Objective 1:
Long-established Health
Promoting School Program
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Moderator

th

November 14 , Friday, 13:00-14:50

Gene Carter
Former Executive Director and CEO, Association for Supervision & Curriculum
Development, USA

Education
1973

Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia University

1967

M. Ed., BostonUniversity

1960

Virginia State University

Biography
Dr. Gene R. Carter served as Executive Director and CEO of ASCD, an international professional development
association with affiliates in Canada, the Caribbean, East Asia, and the United States for 22 years before
retiring in June 2014. He is an alumnus of Virginia State University (B.A., 1960), Boston University (M.Ed.,
1967), and TC (Ed.D., 1973). In 1991, he was awarded the Distinguished Alumni Award from TC. He was
also selected the first National Superintendent of the Year by the American Association of School
Administrators. Dr. Carter received an honorary Doctor of Law degree from Virginia State University and an
honorary Doctor of Letters degree from Old Dominion University. He has written widely and is co-author of
The American School Superintendent: Leading in an Age of Pressure (with William Cunningham, 1997).
Dr. Carter joined the Teachers College, Columbia University’s Board of Trustees in 2008. Additionally, he
serves on the America Frontier Culture Foundation Board, and the Old Dominion University College of
Education’s Advisory Board. Previously, he also served on the Norfolk Southern Corporation Board of
Directors (chaired the Audit Committee and served on the Compensation Committee).
He and his wife, Lillian Young Carter, have two sons and three grandchildren.
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Long-established Health Promoting School Program

th

November 14 , Friday, 13:00-13:30

Li-Hui Yu
Deputy Director General, Health Promotion Administration, Ministry of Health and
Welfare, Taiwan

Academic Background
1987-1989

Master of Science in Nursing, University of Southern California, USA

1989-1994

Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing, Kaohsiung Medical College, Taiwan

2005-2010

Ph.D in Health Promotion and Health Education, National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan

Career Highlight
2011-2004

Chief, Fifth Division, Department of Health, Taipei City Government.2011-2004

2004-2009

Director, Daan District health center, Taipei City Government, 2004-2009

200-2012

Division Chief, Health promotion Division, Taipei City Government, 2009-2012

2012-2013

Senior Engineer, Commissioner Office, Department of Health, Taipei City Government

Honor and Awards


The honor of Model Government Workers from Taipei City Government in 2007



Alliance for Healthy Cities Award for Innovation in Public Private Partnership for Healthy Cities in 2007
(Title: Health Promotion Partnership with Private Sectors - The Propagation of Taipei Daan Health City
Program)



Award for the Taiwan Outstanding Nurse in Professional Contribution in 2010

Brief Autobiography
The author earned bachelor and master degrees in nursing from the Kaohsiung Medical School in Taiwan
and the University of Southern California respectively. Also, she earned the doctor degree in Health
Promotion and Health Education from the National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan. She has over
twenty-eight years experience in patient care, administration, education, and public health. Now she is the
Deputy Director General, Ministry of Health and Welfare.
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th

November 14 , Friday, 13:30-14:00

Jun Kobayashi
Professor, Department of Global Health, University of the Ryukyus, Japan

Education
April 1983-March 1990

School of Medicine, University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa, Japan

Employment Record


In Japan

2013.04-

Professor, Department of Global Health, School of Health Science, University of the
Ryukyus. Japan

2011.05-2013.05

Associate Professor, Graduate School of International Health Development, Nagasaki
University, Japan

2001.05-

Expert Service Division, Bureau of International Cooperation, International Medical
Center of Japan (2010 Apr. National Center for Global Health and Medicine), Ministry of
Health, Welfare and Labor, Japan

2000.04-2001.11


Associate Professor, Department of Parasitology, University of the Ryukyus, Japan

Dispatching to International Cooperation Project

JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency)
2002-2008.05.25

Long –term advisor on Parasite Control as JICA ExpertACIPAC, Mahidol University,
Thailand

1999.05.25- 2001.09.24

Long –term advisor for Malaria Control as JICA Expert
To Center of Malariology, Parasitology and Entomology, Ministry of Health, Lao
PDR

1995.10.01-1998.09.30

Long-term specialist on parasitology
JICA Primary Health Care Project in Ministry of Health, Lao PDR

1995.01.19-03.15

Short-term specialist on parasitology
JICA Primary Health Care Project in Ministry of Health, Lao PDR

1992.05.18-1994.05.17

Long-term specialist to research parasitic disease
JICA Project of Gastroenterological Diagnosis and Research Center in State
University of Campinas, Brazil
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The Current Situation and Future Aspects of School Health in Low and Middle
Income Asian Country
Jun Kobayashi
All countries in Southeast Asia have formulated the comprehensive school health policy with the strong
ownership of each government. Current situation of the policy implementation for comprehensive school
health will be shown in this presentation with the evidence from case study researches in Thailand and Lao
PDR. First, we provided evidence that can support efforts to institutionalize the comprehensive school health
program for sustainable implementation by suggesting three areas of focus: extensive planning, training, and
a monitoring cycle. Especially national school health program must be considered the harmonization with
the existing management cycle for general education. Second, our study highlighted the importance of
understanding the key concept among stakeholders at all levels and integrating national program into
teacher training colleges.
The future aspect of school health in developing counties has been discussed from the viewpoint to a
lifestyle-related diseases and the environment issue among JC-GSHR members and partners in Asia. Recently,
the tide of the way of thinking about the concept of a health is changing dramatically in Asian region. The
policy setting through the happiness based approach in Bhutan comes into the limelight at the congress of
international health promotion society. It becomes important to do tailor-made setting of the health policy
with the consideration of the local environment and society culture background. In addition, it was reported
that the number of natural disaster in the Asian region rises under the influence of global warming. We
emphasize the school health to be important as an important approach in disaster management. School play
a role to protect a children from a danger, and is important as a place for evacuation in the community.
Moreover, a life skill education, which is related to the disaster, are becoming the topic in school health
program.
The diseases to affect the quality of life, which are Life style related diseases, mental health and neglected
tropical diseases (NTD), were taken up at the meeting of WHO assembly in this year. The school health based
approach leads NTD control such as soil transmitted healminthiasis control. Now, we started to apply these
experiences to control of lifestyle-related diseases and mental health.
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Long-established Health Promoting School Program

th

November 14 , Friday, 14:00-14:30

Goof Buijs
Manager SHE network, CBO, Netherlands

Biography
Goof Buijs (1954) is senior consultant at CBO BV and manager of the Schools for Health in Europe (SHE)
network. He graduated at Wageningen University in Human Nutrition (1980, honours degree) and started his
working career as teacher trainer in Amsterdam. From 1985 he has been active in the area of school health
promotion, first on a local level in Amsterdam, since 1995 on a national and international level at the
Netherlands Institute for Health Promotion NIGZ. In 2012 NIGZ merged with CBO, a TNO company. CBO is
expert institute expert institute on innovation in health promotion and health care. He is an expert in school
health promotion, promoting healthy lifestyle for children and young people, in strategic development and
implementation as well as training and consultancy, both nationally and in Europe and worldwide. Since
2008 NIGZ and now CBO acts as a WHO collaborating centre for school health promotion. He is project
manager of several EU cofunded and international projects, including HEPS, Boys & Girls and HEPCOM. He is
also an evaluator for EU projects and programmes. He is a speaker on national and international conferences.
In 2011 he received a knighthood (‘Ridder in de Orde van Oranje Nassau’) for his work as local environmental
activist.
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Learning and Health Go Hand in Hand: Health Promoting Schools in Europe
Goof Buijs
During the last 3 decades the health promoting school approach has taken shape. Its focus has shifted from
addressing a more traditional health education in the class room to a whole school approach looking at
school development. In Europe the Schools for Health in Europe (SHE) network is actively promoting
sustainable cooperation between the health and education sector through active networking in 43 countries
in the European region. The SHE network serves its members (national and regional coordinators and the
SHE research group) through sharing good practices, expertise and skills, through professional development
of SHE network members and other stakeholders, by increasing visibility and access to evidence based
information on school health promotion, and by stimulating research on school health promotion. Schools
can play a significant role by not only having an impact on the educational status of young people, but also
on their health and economic development. There is a growing body of evidence that health supports better
learning.. Health promoting schools have shown evidence of improving the health and well-being of the
whole school community. Collaboration with other relevant policy areas, for example youth, social affairs,
environmental policies and sustainable development is essential. The SHE network has demonstrated
progress on a European and an international level, emphasising the role of schools in improving the health of
children and young people. Members of the network have indicated that their membership contributes to
the national development and implementation of school health promotion. They have expressed their
commitment to the further development, expansion and/or improvement of their national health promoting
school programmes over the next five years.
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Learning and health go hand in
hand: health promoting schools in
Europe
Goof Buijs
14 November 2014
4
Taipei

Content

1.The concept: whole school approach
and HPS principles

2.The present: networking and
expanding the evidence basec

3.Our challenge: education and health
moving forward together
14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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What is health?
• Health is a state of complete physical, mental
and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity (WHO 1948)
• Towards a new framework of health : health
as the ability to adapt and self manage (Huber
et al, 2011)
14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

Whole school approach:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Healthy school policies
Physical school environment
Social school environment
Health skills and action competencies
Community links
Health services

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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10 HPS principles (Greece, 1997)
1. Democracy
2. Equity
3. Empowerment and action
competence
4. School environment
5. Curriculum

14 November 2014

6. Teacher training
7. Measuring success
8. Cooperation
9. Communities
10. Sustainability

Learning and health go hand in hand

Every child and young person in
Europe has the right, and should
have the opportunity, to be
educated in a health promoting
school.
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㻌
㻌
㻌
㻌㻌㻌CBO as WHO Collaborating
Centre for School Health
Promotion
㻌

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

SHE Network – Who are we?
•
•
•
•
•
•

43 member countries: EU and EECA
National and regional SHE coordinators
SHE Research Group
European network since 1992
Support: WHO Euro, Council of Europe and EC
Focus: making HPS an integral part of policy
development in education and health sector

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

SHE factsheet 1
State of the art:
Health promoting schools in
Europe

43

Findings 2013
• 34.000 health promoting schools in
European region
• Scotland, Wales, Portugal
• Slovenia
• Lithuania, Russia
• Poland, Croatia, Austria
• Some countries
14 November 2014

100%
50 %
20 %
2 - 10%
0%

Learning and health go hand in hand

Popular health topics in schools
across Europe (2013)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sports/physical activity (96%)
Healthy eating (92%)
Drugs/smoking/alcohol (92%)
Mental health (80%)
Safety (77%)
Environment/ Hygiene ( both 65%)
Sexual health/ Violence in schools ( both 62%)

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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SHE factsheet 2
+ background
document

Evidence of whole school
approach:
• The way the school is managed
• The experiences students have in taking responsibility for
shaping change
• How teachers relate to and treat students
• How the school engages with its local community (including
parents)
Builds health protective factors and reduces risk-taking
behaviour
14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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Evidence from context
– Equity
– Teacher training
– School culture
– Participation of students
– Health linked to core tasks of school
– Involvement of parents
– Staff health and well-being

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

Evidence from health topics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mental and emotional health
Substance use
Hygiene
Sexual health and relationships
Healthy eating
Physical activity

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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Evidence from whole school
approach
• Link curriculum with wider school initiatives
• Whole school approach most likely to be
effective

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

Relationship between:
good health
educational achievement
school completion

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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8 components for effective
implementation (Samdal/Rowling, 2012)
1) Preparing and planning for school development
2) Policy and institutional anchoring
3) Professional development and learning
4) Leadership and management practices
5) Relational and organisational support context
6) Student participation
7) Partnership and networking
8) Sustainability
14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

WHO collaborating centre tasks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Share good practice
Identify areas for research
Maintain and expand SHE network
Ongoing technical support
Collaboration between health and education
sectors
6. Support school health services and HPS
14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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WHO Health 2020: education and
early development
Education sector can help create healthier
people and communities:
• Ensure access to education for all
• Education as key determinant of health
• Training school staff health dimension of their
work
• Enhancing health literacy
14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

Actions SHE in 2014
• Support SHE network
2014 assembly/newsletters/social media

• Capacity building
Summer School, workshop school manual, country visits

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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Actions SHE 2014
• Advocacy
SHE factsheet 3 : Effective partnerships
5 language versions online school manual

• Support research
writing workshop, new research publication,

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

Innovative
practice
book
pdf SHE website

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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SHE Online School
Manual
㻌
Purpose
• provide school staff with an introduction to
health promoting schools
• support school staff in becoming a health
promoting school
For whom is the manual?
For school management and teachers involved in
the development of or improving health promoting
schools

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

What is the manual?
The manual is a step-by-step guide through the following 5
phases to become a health promoting school
It includes
•best practice examples
•the school action planner
•rapid assessment tool

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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Template example: roles and tasks
Roles and tasks: health promoting school working group members
Name

Position

Tasks

Roles/
responsibilities

Time commitment
(hours per school
year)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

Get inspired and watch: How to
become a health promoting school
http://www.schools-for-health.eu/for-schools

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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Advantages health promoting school
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Healthier students
Better learning achievements
Higher job satisfaction
Better care for pupils
Better school atmosphere
Act more efficient
Better image of school

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand

ឤㅰᝍⓗ㜝ὀ
Dank voor uw aandacht

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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contact
• www.schools-for-health.eu

• g.buijs@cbo.nl

14 November 2014

Learning and health go hand in hand
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Objective 2:
Accomplishments of
School Health Program
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Moderator

th

November 14 , Friday, 15:00-17:20

Fu-Li Chen
Professor, Department of Public Health, Fu-Jen Catholic University, Taiwan

Education
2001

Ph.D.

The National Taiwan University, Taiwan

1989

M.A.

The National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan

1985

B.S.

The National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan

Professional Experience
2014.02-

Professor, Department of Public Health, Fu-Jen Catholic University, Taiwan

2001-2013

Associate Professor, Department of Public Health, Fu-Jen Catholic University, Taiwan

2010-2011

Associate Professor and Section Chief of Health Care, Office of Students Affairs, Fu-Jen
Catholic University, Taiwan

2006-2009

Associate Professor and Chairperson, Department of Public Health, Fu-Jen Catholic
University, Taiwan

1991-2000

Senior Lecturer, Department of Public Health, Fu-Jen Catholic University, Taiwan

Professional Service
2008-2013

Board of School Health, Bureau of Education in New Taipei City, Taiwan

2007-2009

President of Society for Health promotion and Management, Taiwan

2006-2008

Board of School Health, Bureau of Education in Tao-Yuan County, Taiwan

2005-2006

Managing Director of Society for Health promotion and Management, Taiwan

2005-2013

Instructor of Health Promoting School in New Taipei City and Tao-Yuan County, Taiwan

2005-till now

Grant reviews for The National Science Council, Taiwan; Bureau of Health promotion,
Department of Health, Taiwan

2005-till now

Paper Reviewer for Taiwan J of School Health, Taiwan J of Public Health, Fu-Jen Journal of
Medicine(Taiwan).
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th

November 14 , Friday, 15:00-17:20

Ying-Wei Wang
Associate Professor, Department of Public Health, Tzuchi University

Education
2000

DrPH

Tulane University (Public Health/International health

1993

MPH/TM

1982

BS (MD)

Tulane University (Tropical medicine/public health )
National Taiwan University (medicine)

Professional Experience
2010-

Chairmen Dep. of Medical Humanities, Tzuchi University

2006-

Chairmen Heart Louts Hospice, Tzuchi General Hospital

2008-

Council member, Asia Pacific Hospice Palliative Care Network

2009-

Council member, Taiwan Association of Medical Education

2005-2010

Director Center of Faculty Development CFD Tzuchi University

2003-2005

Deputy Director General Bureau of Health Promotion, Dep. of Health, Taiwan

1989-2003

Chairmen Dep. of Family Medicine, Tzuchi General Hospital
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Yi-Feng Wei
Researcher / Sun Life Financial Chair in Adolescent Mental Health, IWK Health Centre,
Dalhousie University, Canada

Education
2010

(ongoing) Interdisciplinary PhD (Psychology, Epidemiology and Community Health), Dalhousie
University

2003

Master’s Degree in Education, York University

Professional Experience
2008-Present

Researcher and School Mental Health Lead, Sun Life Financial Chair in Adolescent Mental
Health at IWK Health Centre and Dalhousie University

2006-2007

Research analyst, the Center of Excellence for Women’s Health; School of Nursing,
Dalhousie University, NS, Canada

2003-2006

Research assistant, PEI Health Research Institute, University of Prince Edward Island, PEI,
Canada

Awards and Honors
2013

Selected as one of the 50 post graduate students worldwide to attend the Y-Mind Sao Paulo
Advanced Science School for Prevention of Mental Disorders

2013

Best poster presentation at the World Congress on Education conference

2012

Dalhousie University President’s Award

2011

Dalhousie University President’s Award

2011

Canadian Institutes of Health Research Doctoral Research Award
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Mental Health Literacy in the School Setting: Challenges, Opportunities and
Evidence Based Examples
Yi-Feng Wei
Mental disorders are the single largest health problem affecting young people. Adolescence is a period
during which many mental disorders generally appear. Thus, adolescent years are a critical period for the
promotion of mental health, and prevention and early identification of mental disorders.
This presentation will describe the conceptual understanding of mental health literacy within the context of
the School-Based Pathway to Care Model that engages students, teachers, student service providers,
parents/families, health care providers and the wider community to address youth mental health needs
through various programs and create linkages between the school, community and health providers. Mental
health literacy provides the foundation for promotion, prevention, intervention and ongoing care that is
developmentally appropriate, contextually applied, and best evidence supported. The presentation will then
focus on three programs and resources: the Mental Health & High School Curriculum Guide, the “Go-To”
Educator Training program, and Transitions, to demonstrate how mental health literacy can be applied to
both students and educators through these approaches. These three programs and resources are designed
to promote mental health knowledge and reduce stigma towards mental illness among youths and
educators, encourage help-seeking behaviors among youths in need of mental health care, and enhance
appropriate identification and referral of youths in need of mental health care to health care providers. This
presentation will showcase a series of blended learning approaches and techniques designed specifically for
youths to enhance knowledge up-taking and learning outcomes. Lastly, this presentation will discuss robust
evaluations of and research on these approaches that show positive outcomes for its application in
secondary schools within the wider framework of enhancing system capacity for addressing mental health
needs of youths in schools.
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Mental Health Literacy in the School
Setting: Challenges, Opportunities and
Evidence Based Examples
Ms. Yifeng Wei
(PhD Candidate)
Taipei
November, 2014

With Thanks To:
• Dr. Stan Kutcher – Sun Life Financial Chair in
Adolescent Mental Health and Director WHO
Collaborating Center, Dalhousie University
• Research Teams at: Ottawa University;
Durham Regional School Board; Toronto
District School Board
• Dalhousie University Medical Research
Foundation
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Epidemiologic Realities
of Mental Disorders
• We know a lot about the incidence and
prevalence of mental disorders in populations
• Young people and their teachers (as well as
school administrators) need to know this
information so that they can apply best
evidence based interventions built on good
Mental Health Literacy (MHL) to help them
address their mental health needs effectively.

12-25
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Child and Adolescent Mental Disorders:
How Common are they?
6 Month Prevalence (%) Age = 917

Disorder
Anxiety Disorder

13.0

Mood Disorder

6.2

Disruptive Behavioral Disorders

10.3

Substance Use Disorders

2.0

Any Disorder

20.9

WHO Health Report, 2001

Prevalence of Mental Disorders in Young
People: Who is in your Classroom?

Translation to the
䇾average䇿 Classroom

Population Prevalence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depression (4-6%)
Psychosis (0.5-1.0%)
Anxiety Disorders (6-10%)
ADHD (4-6%)
Anorexia Nervosa (0.1-0.2%)
Total (15 – 20%)
SUICIDE: 4-7/100,000
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Depression ( 1 - 2)
Psychosis (rare)
Anxiety Disorders (1 - 3)
ADHD (1-3)
Anorexia Nervosa (rare)
Total (3 – 5)
SUICIDE: RARE

WHAT IS MENTAL HEALTH LITERACY?

What is Health Literacy?
• Relatively recent and evolving concept: WHO (1998); US DHHS
(2000); IOM (2004); CPHA (2008); EU (2012); WHO (2013).
• “the ability to access, understand, evaluate and communicate
information as a way to promote, maintain and improve
health in a variety of settings across the life-course” : CPHA
(2008)
• “a means and an outcome of actions aimed at promoting the
empowerment and participation of people in their health
care” : WHO (2013)
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Purpose of Health Literacy?
•

Strong independent determinant of health
• Improve health outcomes (individuals/populations)
• Helps empower individuals to improve their health and
enhance their health care experience (promotion,
prevention, identification; access: self-care/management).
Essential individual competency for transformation of
health and health care
• Helps decrease health inequalities in populations

Importance of Health Literacy
•

•

•

Low health literacy related to: high rates of
negative health outcomes and increased
health care costs
“Canada has a serious health literacy problem”:
55% of Canadians below adequate health
literacy skills
“Addressing the issue of health literacy could
lead to significant improvements in the health
of Canadians
CPHA. A Vision for a Health Literate Canada (2008)
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Mental Health Literacy: the
importance of context
“Initiatives to build health literacy must be
grounded in the settings of everyday
life…health literacy is very context specific”
WHO. Health Literacy; The Solid Facts, 2013

Mental Health Literacy:
An Evolving Concept
•Informed by realization that it is complex;
•Be developmentally appropriate;
•Contextualized in its application (one size does not fit
all);
•Be part of health literacy (not a stand alone issue);
•Underpinning of all mental health related activities.
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Mental Health Literacy:
An Evolving Concept
• “knowledge and beliefs about mental disorders
which aid in their recognition, management and
prevention” : Jorm (1997)
• “knowledge, beliefs and abilities that enable the
recognition, management and prevention of mental
health problems…mental health literacy involves the
same set of skills and abilities that constitute health
literacy” CAMIMH (2007)

Mental Health Literacy:
Our Definition
Mental health literacy comprises four distinct but
related components :
• understanding how to optimize and maintain good
mental health;
• understanding mental disorders and their treatment;
• decreasing stigma;
• enhancing help seeking efficacy Choose one of these
models for bulleted list of essential components
Kutcher & Wei, Education Canada, 2014, Vol 54 (2), p22-25
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Mental Health Literacy
in a Nutshell
Mental health literacy is the knowledge,
understanding and competencies that
provide the foundation for mental health
promotion, prevention, intervention and
ongoing care that is developmentally
appropriate, contextually applied and best
evidence supported.

Developmental Mental Health Literacy
• Primary Grades: social emotional learning, and
parental engagement
• Junior High/Secondary: emerging knowledge about
mental health, mental disorders, attitude
development (stigma reduction), early development
of health/help seeking competencies and parental
engagement
• Post-Secondary: integration of MH into all activities
and development of self-reliance for maintenance of
mental health and use of mental health care
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Who Needs Mental Health Literacy?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students
Teachers
Student services providers
Other school support staff
School administrators
Health Providers
Parents
Media
Policy Makers/Politicians
Wider Community

Child and Youth Mental Health
Literacy: the School Setting
•Schools are the natural setting in which to address mental
health literacy – their core business
•Health literacy has been applied in schools since the 1950’s –
MHL a more recent consideration (WHO: 1994)
•Students can develop MHL as part of their everyday school
participation (INTEGRATION NOT SEGREGATION)
•Teachers need MHL for both personal and professional
reasons
•Teachers develop MHL so that they can impart MHL to
students (reach both simultaneously)
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Developing the Mental Health Literacy
Component: Guiding Principles
• Must be integrated easily into ALL existing school
ecologies, pedagogically familiar, resource sparing
(fidelity of content not fidelity of application):
sustainable
• Must deliver scientifically established improvements
in BOTH teacher and student mental health literacy
simultaneously
• Must support horizontal integration of mental health
care across education/health sectors
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Mental Health & High School Curriculum Guide
(The Guide)
Mental Health & High School
Curriculum Guide is the first
evidence based curriculum
resource to address both
teacher and student mental
health literacy in a systematic
manner for Canadian schools,
with the focus on classroom
application – EMBEDDED not
STAND ALONE

Mental Health & High School Curriculum Guide
www.teenmentalhealth/curriclum.org

• The stigma of mental illness
• Understanding mental health and mental
illness
• Information on specific mental illness
• Experiences of mental illness
• Seeking help and finding support
• The importance of positive mental health
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Delivering the Guide Training
Train-the-Trainer Model

Identifying trainers in each
school board/district
(classroom teachers, school
health professionals, local
mental health professionals)

Trainers receiving 1.5 day
training from the program
developers

Trainers delivering the Guide
training to classroom teachers
who will teach the resource to
students
Trainers sustaining the training
through ongoing support

Mental Health & High School Curriculum Guide
Training Outcome Results (website*)
• Program evaluation and research have shown very
positive outcomes (examples):
• Randomized controlled trial in Ontario (completed)
• Cross-sectional study with Durham region Ontario
(completed)
• Cross-sectional study with Toronto District School Board,
Ontario (completed)
• Program evaluation in all 7 English school boards in NS
(completed)
• Randomized controlled trials and PE’s ongoing in other
provinces
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Table 1: The Guide Outcomes (Examples)

Province
Nova
Scotia

Study
Year
type
Program
2012-2013
evaluation

Ontario

RCT
Crosssectional
study

Alberta

Participan Increased Knowledge Improved Attitudes
Improved helpts
seeking
218
Yes
p<0.0001, Yes
p<0.0001,
Educators
d=1.85
d=0.51

2011-2012 362
Students
2012
409
Students

Yes
Yes

p=0.0001, Yes
d=0.46
p<0.001, Yes
d=0.9;
p<0.001*,
d=0.73*

p=0.0001, Yes
d=0.30
p<0.001,
d=0.25;
p<0.007*,
d=0.18*
p<0.03,
d=1.26

Program
2013
evaluation

74
Yes
Educators

p<0.001,
d=1.48

Crosssectional
study

175
Students

Yes

p<0.0001, Yes
d=1.11;
p<0.001*,
d=0.91*

p<0.001,
d=0.66;
p<0.001*,
d=0.52*

25
Yes
Educators

p<0.0001, Yes
d=2.03

NS,
d=0.21

2013

Program
2013
evaluation

Yes

p=0.01;
d=0.18

“Go-To” Educator Training: Mental Health
Identification and Navigation
•

In each school, there are educators with whom students form good relationships,
naturally go to for help, and feel comfortable talking about their problems.

•

Providing training to this group of educators in how to recognize mental disorders
can promote early identification of mental health problems and mental disorders,
thus potentially leading to earlier effective interventions and the provision of
ongoing support within the school setting to those so identified.

•

“Go-To” educators can include subject teachers, student service providers (such as
guidance counselors, psychologists, social workers, nurses, etc.), principals and
other staff members identified by schools.

•

Modified “Gateway” approach
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“Go-To” Educator Training: Mental Health
Identification and Navigation
Training Content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complexities and considerations of youth mental health in the school
setting;
Common mental illnesses during adolescence;
Understanding treatments for mental disorders;
Identification and triage of youth at high risk for mental disorders;
Linking schools with the health care system;
Improving communications with families and health care providers;
Improving “in-school” support for students experiencing a mental disorder

Delivering the “Go-To” Educator Training
Train-the-Trainer Model

Identifying trainers in each
school board/district
(classroom teachers, school
health professionals, local
mental health professionals)

Trainers receiving 2 day
training from the program
developers
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Trainers delivering the “GoTo” Educator Training to
school boards/district
Trainers sustaining the
training through ongoing
support

Table 2: The “Go-To” Educator Training Outcomes
Province

Study type

Year

Participants

Increased Knowledge

Improved Attitudes

Nova Scotia

Program
evaluation

2012-2013

290 “Go-to”
Educators

Yes

p<0.0001,
d=0.21

Yes

p≤0.0001,
d=0.2

Ontario

Program
evaluation

2013

84 “Go-to”
Educators

Yes

p<0.001,
d=1.90

Yes

NS

Alberta

Program
evaluation

2013

25 “Go-to”
Educators*

Yes

p<0.0001,
d=2.9

Yes

p<0.001,
d=0.68

“Go-To” Educator Training: System Impact
• Brings together: teachers; student services providers; administrators;
local community health/mental health care providers
• Creates a common knowledge base with familiarity and application of
common evidence based tools
• Clarifies and addresses internal access to care barriers (parental
permission example)
• Breaks down historical system silos (common consent form example)
• Improves access to care for those youth requiring specialty mental
health services (slight increase in referrals, substantial increase in
“appropriate” referrals)
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MHL for Post-Secondary Schooling
• Mental health challenges may be intensified during
transition into post-secondary schools
• Isolation and anxiety, especially for students, who may have
left home for the first time for a prolonged period of time +
life span illness risk
• MHL must support PERSONAL responsibility for health
maintenance and self-care AS PART OF USUAL LIFE SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT/APPLICATION

-

-

First evidence based resource of its kind
in Canada
Provides first-year students with
information on topics including time
management, relationships, sexual
activity, mental illness, suicide and
addictions.: mental health by stealth
Includes mental health self-help
information and contains
recommendations where students can go
to get help on their campus.
Available in multiple formats:
- Large Print resource
- Small Print resource
- eBook for the iPad
- App for the iPhone
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- 95% like the materials
- 40% discussed it with a friend
- 16% sought help for mental
illnesses because of what they
learned
APPLICATION
- Stay Connected Project provided 3000
copies to distribute to Dalhousie
University, Saint Marys University,
Nova Scotia Community College,
Mount Saint Vincent University, Kings
College & NSCAD University

-

FURTHER RESEARCH AND
EVALUATION UNDERWAY
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APP

CALL OUT
911/KIDS HELP
PHONE

USEFUL
RESOURCES
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SELF
ASSESSMENT

@TMentalHealth
teenmentalhealth1
TeenMentalHealth.org
info@TeenMentalHealth.org
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Peter Paulus
Head, Center of Applied Sciences of Health, Leuphana University of Lueneburg, German

Biography
As a Professor of Psychology, Peter Paulus is lecturing educational psychology in BA Courses, school health
promotion and education in MA-courses in initial teacher training students. He is a member of the Institute
of Psychology and head of the Center for Applied Sciences of Health (CASH) at Leuphana University of
Lueneburg. His special interests are school health promotion and education. He has developed a new
concept, the “good healthy school”, which links school health promotion and education in a systematic and
systemic way. He is currently running several nationwide school programs. One is the German adaptation of
the famous Australian program “MindMatters”, a resource for mental health promotion for Secondary
Schools. With his team he has also developed a new program related to MindMatters for primary school
mental health promotion. As the school system is changing in Germany into a system of whole-day schools
(traditionally schools finish at noon), he has created a project which focuses on the integration of mental
health promotion into development of whole day schools in Germany. This program is funded by the
Federal Ministry of Health and produces a folder with models of good practice, success stories and
guidelines on how to develop good schools with mental health. On the European level he is part in several
EU-funded programmes to support school health promotion. He is also a member of the planning committee
of the “Schools for Health in Europe" (SHE) network which consists of 43 country networks with national
representatives as national co-ordinators. On EU-level he works closely with DG SANCO (Directorate General
Health and Consumers) to support mental health promotion in and with educational settings.
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School-Health-Education New Perspectives in School Health Promotion
Peter Paulus
The presentation will show how school health promotion initiatives have changed over the past 10 years not
only but especially in Germany. This change is conceptualized in the term "good healthy school" compared
to the former "health promoting school". In this new concept health promotion is seen as an input or
throughput factor or a driver which improves functioning and educational output/outcome of the school. It
will be argued that school health promotion will only be successfully implemented and will be sustainable in
schools if it is closely related to the core business of the school. Their core business is striving for quality of
education and health has to show how it contributes to the quality development of the school. This new
perspective is a paradigmatic shift in school health promotion: From school health promotion to education
promotion through health. The good healthy school therefore is a school that is clearly committed to work
on the quality dimensions of a good school, applies special health interventions in order to fulfill the
demands of school quality and has as overarching aim the sustainable and efficient increase of its teaching
and education quality. Evidence will be presented which support this concept from an empirical bases.
Integrated health management of school comes than into play through which the good healthy school is
realized. Frameworks of school quality development and assurance play an important role here. A short
overview of recent developments in Germany is given to show how these concepts are put into practice and
how they are supported by educational policy. The nationwide programs “Anschub.de”, “MindMatters” and
“Development of the healthy school in a conjoint effort” will be mentioned as examples. Parts of a school
check list will be presented to show how schools can check how far they are on their way to be a good
healthy school.
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School – Health – Education
New perspectives in School Health Promotion

Peter Paulus, Professor Institute of Psychology, Center of Applied Sciences of Health,
Leuphana University Lueneburg, Germany
2014 International Conference on Health Promoting School,
November 14th - 15th, 2014, Taipei, Taiwan.
Health Promotion Administration, Ministry of Health and Welfare

What is school health promotion all about?

School promotes

Health

Health promotes

School
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Health will only be implemented successfully
and sustainable in schools if it is linked with the
core business of schools
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Changing the perspective: From school health
promotion to education promotion through health
¾What has health to offer
education in schools?
¾Health as an input and
throughput for teaching,
learning and educational
school development
¾Health as a driver of
education
¾„To make good schools
through health“
¾The good healthy school

Linking health and education:
„The good healthy school“ as a new concept

• The good healthy school
…is a school clearly committed to work on the quality
dimensions of a good school
…applies special health interventions in order to fulfill the
demands of school quality
… has as its overarching aim, the sustainable and efficient
increase of its teaching and education quality.
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Framework of school quality

Do we have arguments for this relationship?
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The correlation of subjective health and
school achievement
Source: WHO-HBSC-Survey 2002, international Dataset
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Health as a driver of education – the evidence
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Health and education

“Good health supports successful learning.
Successful learning supports health.
Education and health are inseparable.“
(Desmond O´Byrne, WHO-Headquarter Geneva,
2001)

Links between education and health
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SHE-Network of 43 countries in Europe

Decision of the Ministers of Education in
Germany 2012
„Recommendations for health promotion and prevention in the
school“
(Decision of the standing conference of Ministers of Education,
15.11.2012)
Central statements are:
Health promotion and prevention are:
• core tasks of the school
• integral part of school development (good healthy school)
• behaviour and settingoriented within a participatory approach
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Implementation examples:
Nationwide programmes in Germany
• “Anschub.de”- “Alliance for sustainable school health and
education”
• “MindMatters” – Germany. “Promoting good schools with
mental health”
• “Gemeinsam gesunde Schule entwickeln” (“Development of
the healthy school in a conjoint effort”)

A “School-Check” helps schools to identify how far they
have integrated health interventions within
the process of development of quality of their own school.
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(2) Learning and Teaching Process:
Methodic diversity of learning in class

In a good healthy school…
► staff are concerned that pupils understand lessons as
comprehensible and meaningful and are thus supported in their
behavioural capacities/skills (self-effectiveness, self-esteem)
► staff ensures interdisciplinary teaching of health matters, including
“practising what they preach“
► the rooms, seating arrangements, furniture and ambience are
created with health-promoting principles in mind (e.g. offering
emotional security, enabling sufficient mobility, eye-contact
between pupils and ensuring sufficient fresh air supply)

(3) School Culture:
Creating a friendly school environment
In a good healthy school…
► various social gatherings, like meetings on good-health information,
nutrition counselling, cooking and relaxation /leisure courses,
sports activities etc., encourage solidarity between all members of
the school (including parents) and greater identification with the
school
► the school makes sure that all members (pupils, staff, parents) are
given the opportunity to participate ( e.g. in “health-circles” in
which all parties are represented)
► gender -specific differences are administered with respect to how
healthy living is experienced or put into practice („Gender
Mainstreaming“)
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(3) Leadership and School management:
School leadership and quality management

In a good healthy school…
► the school administration ensures the existence of a wellfunctioning security system (health-care, safety at work, fireprevention, evacuation plans, fittings and equipment)
► the school administration organises the creation of a team of
persons who are responsible for health matters pertaining to the
school in which they work

(5) Teachers Professionalism:
Purposeful staff development and qualification

In a good healthy school…
► the school administration is aware of work-related physical and
psychological pressures are brought to bear on the staff, and
implements measures to keep them to a minimum
► staff is trained in basic principles and methods of school health
promotion
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(6) Objectives and Strategies of Quality Development:
Evaluation

In the good healthy school…
► a “status quo” analysis of the health- and educational situation of
the school allows for tailored planning of health-promoting
measures
► regular evaluation of the health- and educational quality of the
school is made

Man has three ways to act wise
…through imitation – this is the easiest way
...through reflection – that is the noblest way
..through experience – that is the bitterest way
(Konfuzius)
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Health

Education

Thank you very much for your attention
paulus@leuphana.de
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Margaret Connor
Assistant Deputy Minister, Ministry of Education - Toronto Ontario Canada, Canada

Biography
Marg Connor is Assistant Deputy Minister (A), Leadership and Learning Environment Division, Ontario
Ministry of Education. In this role, she is responsible for policy and program development in areas such as
teaching policy and standards, leadership and school board governance, child and youth well-being and
equity and inclusive education.
Marg Connor joined the OPS in 1989 and has contributed to social policy work in the Ministries of Skills
Development, Training Colleges and Universities, Community and Social Services and Education.
Marg is recognized for her progressive and collaborative style of leadership and her vision and commitment
to working with our stakeholders and partners to support student achievement and well- being.
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Healthy Schools in Ontario
Margaret Connor
Together, the education and health sectors in Ontario, Canada are making well-being a priority for the
children and youth. This presentation will highlight the current work in Ontario that is being done to
promote the success and well-being of the whole child. Ontario’s renewed vision for education has elevated
promoting well-being to one of four interconnected goals for the education system. This goal emphasizes the
need to focus not just on academic success but the whole child – their cognitive, emotional, social, and
physical development.
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Chun-Bong Chow
Director, Kwai Tsing Safe Community and Healthy City Association, Hong Kong

Education
1974

MBBS (HK)

Professional Experience
1979

MRCP (UK)

1997

FRCPCH

1991

FRCP (Lond, Glasg, Edin)

Awards and Honors
2009

The Asian Outstanding Paediatrician Award

2003

Bronze Bauhinia Star Award, Hong Kong

2001

Outstanding Staff, Hospital Authority, Hong Kong
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QK Blog - QK 徦勻 an Integrated Cross - Sectoral Youth Project in Kwai Tsing
Chun-Bong Chow
‘Sunflower Seed’ (QK Blog), is a community-based adolescent health project in Kwai Tsing District. It joined
the Kwai Tsing Safe Community and Healthy City Association (KTSCHCA) as a key subsidiary in response to
the rapidly rising trend of health problems and substance abuse among school children and adolescents.
Adopting a tripartite model with strong community support, this adolescent health project aims at
connecting education, healthcare and social welfare sectors and aligning them with the best interest of
children and adolescents in order to better utilize the available community resources and provide quality
and sustainable care. Specifically, the QK Blog represents a hub coordinating with partners from health,
education and social services to actively screen at-risk youth from school, followed with brief interventions
by professionals and referral to appropriate youth service providers for further treatment.

This project has been undergone a pilot phase from 2009 to 2010 and subsequently obtained another
funding for 2 years from 2011 to 2013. The evidence gathered thus far is quite substantial in supporting the
effectiveness of this community-based partnership model with a number of weaknesses and gaps identified
in both service providing and research value for further improvement.
The project is a third phase of development. The implementation and results of the programme will be
presented.
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QK Blog - QK悐句
an Integrated Cross-Sectoral
Youth Project in Kwai Tsing

Kwai Tsing Safe Community and Healthy City Association

吝曺⬱ℐ䣦⋨⍲❶ⶪ⋼㚫
”QK悐句”
QK Blog- Healthy School Project
CB Chow
YH Chow
KH Tsang
Sylvia Leung
Adela Lai
Lily Chiu
Jason Wong
Ref: Evidence based school health promotion
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WHO Youth & Health Risks
Health risks with immediate
consequences

Health risks affecting healthy,
productive adulthood

• Unintentional injuries and
violence
• Mental and neurological
conditions
• Sexual and reproductive
health problems
• HIV infection and HIV
related illnesses
• Nutrition
• Alcohol and illicit drug use

• Behaviours – physical inactivity,
unprotected sex, substance useÆ
17% of burden of diseases

• Family structure and
functioning
• Education
• Social conditioning
• Violence
• Social networking &
isolation

WHO Interventions
Putting the health of young people on national agendas
Develop age-specific health management information systems
Formulate adolescent health policies

• WHO Framework
Convention on Tobacco
Control
• Set minimum age for
purchase or
consumption of
alcoholic beverages
• Support healthy dietary
habits
• Encourage physical
activity

• Build life skills
• Promote nurturing
relationships
• Graduated driver
licensing
• Enforce laws prohibiting
early marriage
• Provide sexuality
education
• Vaccination
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Recommendations –
Lancet Adolescent Health series 2012

• Shift 10% of
total funding for
children and
adolescents to
efficacious
preventive
interventions in
communities
and schools.

• Promote continued momentum
towards maximization of returns
on investment
• Community capacity building to
mobilise local constituencies to
focus on adolescent health
• Assess local need through
measurement of behaviour
problems, risk taking, and
protective factors and
• To match priorities with
programmes

Major gaps in existing Youth
services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fragmentation of information and service
Lack of data for planning
Narrow mandate and restricted service scope
Lack strategic action and systematic planning
Service not adolescent friendly
Lack public health & life cycle approach
Lack preventive element
Lack integrated approach
Lack community engagement
Insufficient quality control measures
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What is needed
Integrated services at community level
• Youth centred
– Adolescent-friendly
– Holistic
– Positive development - empowering and
connecting
– Engaging with participation

• Family involvement
• School engagement
• Community engagement

Conceptual framework for
adolescent health
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Approach
Positive
attitude &
values

Anti-drug publicity,

Family skills

Positive attitude values – respect, justice etc

Positive youth development

thinking, communication
and social competency

Lack
skills

Empowerment – asset development

Health
Promoting
School

Life skill training

Bullying
Isolated

Positive activities

Obesity &
Lack physical
activity

Mentoring – peer to peer, adult-youth, professional-youth

Drug refusal
technique

Life-course : key transition periods
5-9

Domains

Community

10-12

13-14

Family

15-16

Negative
value
Conflict
Abuse
/neglect

Family skill training – engage parents

Life skills – critical

Social
bonding &
network

Level I

Public health - Universal and Progressive

17-18

School

CDC Coordinated School Health Programme
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WPRO Health Promoting School Framework 2009

Basic Life Skills Training
Topical Programmes
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Level IItargeted
• Develop a integrated strategy at local level
• Identify those at risk Æ Brief intervention &/or
motivational interview
• Provide targeted community-based interventions

Level III –
indicated :
SA Treatment

Level II - Identify those at risk
• Use existing screening and assessment tools to
identify the target population who are misusing – or
who are at risk of misusing – substances
• Work with parents or carers, and other relevant
professionals
Target population

Who should take action

Any child or young person
under 18 who is vulnerable
and disadvantaged

All who work with vulnerable
and disadvantaged children
and young people
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Background
• Kwai Tsing Safe Community and Healthy City
Association (KTSCHCA) is a charitable
organization established in 2002 to promote a
safe and healthy culture in the Kwai Tsing district
through partnerships with government and nongovernment organizations and private sector.
• In 2003, Kwai Tsing was designated as the 73rd
Safe Community by the World Health
Organization (WHO), and in 2004 as the Founding
Member of the WHO Western Pacific Alliance for
Healthy Cities.

Background (2)
• QK Blog (QK悐
悐句) is the latest subsidiary of the
KTSCHCA.
• It is a community-based Adolescent Health
Centre established in response to the rapidly
rising trend of health problems and substance
abuse among school children and teenagers.
• A pilot project called 曺⸜⯽厗has been
proposed in collaboration with the KT School
Principals’ Association to address this burning
issue, aiming to provide professional support to
school teachers and parents.
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QK Blog-Sunflower Bed
• Network with schools on “Healthy School” setting
building on a “hub & spoke model”
• Using physical fitness assessment tools and webbased life-style questionnaire with comments
from school to identify potential “at risk” youths
for further in-depth assessment at QK Blog (hub)
• Partners with Kwai Tsing School Principal’s
Association, Academic Institutions and NGOs and
Government departments to provide coordinated
positive programmes and services for youth
(spoke)

HAD,
EB,
SWD
FHB

Parent Teacher
Association

KT secondary
schools

Private
Enterprise

QK Blog
PolyU,
IEd
IVE
TWC

KCH, PMH

KTSCHCA
NGOs

Adolescent friendly health services need to be accessible, equitable,
acceptable, appropriate, comprehensive, effective and efficient.
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QK Blog – A Tripartite Model with Strong Community
Support

• Education
–
–
–
–
–
–

EB – Kwai Tsuen
Kwai Tsing / Tsuen Wan School Principal Association
Polytechnic University, FHSS
The HK Institute of Vocational Education (Tsing Yi)
Institute of Education – Dept of Health and Physical Education
Department of Paediatrics & Adolescent medicine, HKU

• Healthcare Sector
– Kwai Chung Hospital and Princess Margaret Hospital
– Private Paediatricians

• Social Welfare sector
– SWD – Kwai Tsuen

– NGOs – HKFYA, Playground Association, BGCA (⮷䪍佌䙲㚫), YMCA etc
– SARDA

• Community
–
–
–
–

KT District Office, HAD
Kwai Tsing District Council
Kwai Tsing Safe Community and Health City Association
Private & Commercial sector

General strategies
• Employ more than
one health
promotion strategy
• Target broader
determinants of
health and
development
• Ensure sustainability
of intervention

• Re-construction of
unsupervised afterschool time
• Emphasize alliances
and partnerships for
health promotion
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Purpose
i. Support secondary schools and primary
schools in promoting “Healthy School Policy”
to facilitate an all-round development in
physical and psycho-social well-being of the
young people;
ii. Provision of professional advice to young
people on physical health and psycho-social
well-being;
iii. Identification and provision of early
intervention, counseling and / or treatment to
problem youths.

Vision
1) using schools as a platform for imparting knowledge on
substance use, healthy life styles and connectedness
dispelling any misconceptions by professionals;
2) using fitness, health and risk behavior screening at school to
build up a school health profile and for early identification of
at risk youths with early referral and prompt management;
3) supporting schools on healthy school promotion with school
nurses and to strengthen young people’s life skills and
resistance to adversity and temptations using school profile
from survey;
4) using the Safe Community and Healthy City as a platform to
mobilize and integrate community support and resources for
sustained and coordinated action.
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Healthy Schools
Schools

Pilot

Fitness Assessment
Lifestyle Questionnaire

Issues identified
•Risk behaviour
•Mental health
•Learning
•Physical
•Health

12,000 students

HKU
QK Blog
Schools

Data Analysis

10%
QK Blog
Ado Specialist
Social worker
OT

Assessment

30%

NGOs & SW
Counseling
Training camps
Interest groups

Support
services

Therapy

Ado Specialist
Psychiatrist
CP
Allied Health
Adol Nurse

Action
Physical fitness
Life-style and social environment questionnaire

Responsible
Programme Assistant

Data analysis
Prepare student list for assessment

Team
Social worker/Nurse

Coordination with schools and NGOs for assessment
Coordination with “school nurses” for health promotion planning

Programme assistant
Nurse / programme assistant

Assessment
•
Physical fitness and physical checkup
•
HEADSS questionnaire, WHO-5 wellness scale, CRAFT screen,
Asset
•
Memory (RBMT) and eye-hand coordination (BO Test)
•
Assessment by paediatrician
•
Development of care plan with goals
•
Motivation interview for high risk youths
•
Brief intervention for lower risk youths
•
Handouts to child and parents
•
Feedbacks to parents and school

Nurse
Social worker
Paediatrician

1,200

Follow up for further assessment +/- interventions – 2-4 weeks
x
Sexually active
x
Addictions – tobacco, alcohol, internet
x
ADHD
x
Body image problem
x
Mood or conduct disorders
x
Metabolic syndrome
x
Learning problems – cognition, memory, executive function etc
x
Other issues that raises concern

Paediatricians
Nurses
Social workers
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Social worker/ Nurse
Nurse / Social worker
Social worker
Social worker/ Paediatrician
Paediatrician / Nurse

200
50
200
30
50

Referral for further interventions
•
School social workers / guidance teacher
•
“School nurse” in school and life skill training
•
NGOs for high risk youth
•
CCPSA for high risk for substance abuse
•
Psychiatric or Paediatric Clinic
Health promoting school programmes
Health promotion Sports, arts & craft
Extra-curricular positive activities
Life-skill training , NLP
“Big brother, big sister” mentoring
e-learning – reading, maths, science….
Community services –volunteering, cadet, connectedness
Family skill training
Lifestyle Redesign Programme for Adolescent

School nurse
Social worker
Paediatrician
Psychologists
NGOs
Coaches
Art teachers
Professionals
District councilors

Reassessment and enforcement at 6-9 months

Social worker/Nurse/Paed
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Number
12,000
(10 schools)
12,000

12,000

300

Step 1
Fitness Assessment
&
Lifestyle e-Questionnaire
At Secondary Schools

橼傥⇅㬍㷔娎
䱦䤆⇅㬍姽Ộ
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慷檀⹎, 橼慵
Height and Weight Rank

Valid

Unclassif ied
malnutrition
underweight
normal
ov erweight
obese
Total

Frequency
65
98
361
253
45
145
967

Percent
6.7
10.1
37.3
26.2
4.7
15.0
100.0

Cumulat iv e
Percent
6.7
16.9
54.2
80.4
85.0
100.0

Valid Percent
6.7
10.1
37.3
26.2
4.7
15.0
100.0

Crosstab
Gender
F
Height
and
Weight
Rank

Unclassif ied
malnutrition
underweight
normal
ov erweight
obese

Total

Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender

30
6.7%
26
5.8%
150
33.6%
148
33.2%
23
5.2%
69
15.5%
446
100.0%

M

Total

35
6.7%
72
13.8%
211
40.5%
105
20.2%
22
4.2%
76
14.6%
521
100.0%

65
6.7%
98
10.1%
361
37.3%
253
26.2%
45
4.7%
145
15.0%
967
100.0%

Si t & Reach Rank

Valid

unclassif ied
excellent
good
pass
f ail
Total

Frequency
66
121
212
286
282
967

Percent
6.8
12.5
21.9
29.6
29.2
100.0

Valid Percent
6.8
12.5
21.9
29.6
29.2
100.0

Cumulat iv e
Percent
6.8
19.3
41.3
70.8
100.0

Crosstab
Gender
F
Sit &
Reach
Rank

unclassif ied
excellent
good
pass
f ail

Total
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Count
% wit hin
Count
% wit hin
Count
% wit hin
Count
% wit hin
Count
% wit hin
Count
% wit hin

Gender
Gender
Gender
Gender
Gender
Gender

30
6.7%
76
17.0%
114
25.6%
120
26.9%
106
23.8%
446
100.0%

M
36
6.9%
45
8.6%
98
18.8%
166
31.9%
176
33.8%
521
100.0%

Total
66
6.8%
121
12.5%
212
21.9%
286
29.6%
282
29.2%
967
100.0%

嶛怈 -嶛⻰≃
Stand Jump Rank

Valid

unclassif ied
excellent
good
pass
f ail
Total

Frequency
68
7
46
232
614
967

Percent
7.0
.7
4.8
24.0
63.5
100.0

Valid Percent
7.0
.7
4.8
24.0
63.5
100.0

Cumulat iv e
Percent
7.0
7.8
12.5
36.5
100.0

Crosstab
Gender
F
St and
Jump
Rank

unclassif ied

Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender

excellent
good
pass
f ail

Total

M

32
7.2%
3
.7%
15
3.4%
129
28.9%
267
59.9%
446
100.0%

Total

36
6.9%
4
.8%
31
6.0%
103
19.8%
347
66.6%
521
100.0%

68
7.0%
7
.7%
46
4.8%
232
24.0%
614
63.5%
967
100.0%

慷⹎偢≇傥
Lung Capaci ty Rank

Valid

unclassif ied
excellent
good
pass
f ail
Total

Frequency
65
209
330
264
99
967

Percent
6.7
21.6
34.1
27.3
10.2
100.0

Valid Percent
6.7
21.6
34.1
27.3
10.2
100.0

Cumulat iv e
Percent
6.7
28.3
62.5
89.8
100.0

Crosstab
Gender
F
Lung
Capacity
Rank

unclassif ied
excellent
good
pass
f ail

Total
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Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender

30
6.7%
81
18.2%
132
29.6%
147
33.0%
56
12.6%
446
100.0%

M
35
6.7%
128
24.6%
198
38.0%
117
22.5%
43
8.3%
521
100.0%

Total
65
6.7%
209
21.6%
330
34.1%
264
27.3%
99
10.2%
967
100.0%

嶷㬍 – ⽫偢≇傥
Crosstab
Gender
F
Step
Test
Rank

unclassif ied

Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender

excellent
good
pass
f ail

Total

M

73
16.4%
223
50.0%
131
29.4%
17
3.8%
2
.4%
446
100.0%

62
11.9%
289
55.5%
137
26.3%
30
5.8%
3
.6%
521
100.0%

Total
135
14.0%
512
52.9%
268
27.7%
47
4.9%
5
.5%
967
100.0%

⬠㟉䷥ㆸ䷦
Overall Rank

Valid

unclassif ied
excellent
good
pass
f ail
Total

Frequency
136
12
109
661
49
967

Percent
14.1
1.2
11.3
68.4
5.1
100.0

Valid Percent
14.1
1.2
11.3
68.4
5.1
100.0

Cumulat iv e
Percent
14.1
15.3
26.6
94.9
100.0

Crosstab
Gender
F
Ov erall
Rank

unclassif ied
excellent
good
pass
f ail

Total
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Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender
Count
% wit hin Gender

74
16.6%
5
1.1%
56
12.6%
297
66.6%
14
3.1%
446
100.0%

M
62
11.9%
7
1.3%
53
10.2%
364
69.9%
35
6.7%
521
100.0%

Total
136
14.1%
12
1.2%
109
11.3%
661
68.4%
49
5.1%
967
100.0%

Questionnaire
⓷⌟婧㞍
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WHO 幓⽫㊯㔠
WHO wellness index
ᾳṢ㖍ⷠ忳≽佺ㄋ
Physical activity, media time
ᶵ列佺ㄋ
Risky behaviours
䆇梲冯䣦Ṍ
Nutrition and social and
family relationships

(ḁ)ɄᾳṢ㖍ⷠ忳≽佺ㄋ
Physical activity

忳 ≽㊯㔠
Ἀ㚱⏎⍫≈橼做㳣≽?
冯⎴⸜漉䘬Ṣ䚠㭼,ㆹ娵䁢ㆹ䘬婚检
忳≽㗪攻

婚检㗪攻㳩㯿

婚检㗪攻⍫冯忳≽

⚆䫼

㔠ῤ

㚱
⽆ᶵ

1

朆ⷠ⣂

5

䚠⮵⣂ṃ
ᶨ㧋
䚠⮵⮹ṃ
⮹⼰⣂
䷥㗗
䴻ⷠ
„䇦
⼰⮹
⽆ᶵ
⽆ᶵ
⼰⮹
„䇦
䴻ⷠ
䷥㗗

4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
1
2
3
4
5
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⍫ 冯㚨⣂䘬橼做
⚆䫼
㳣≽
Ἀ㚨ⷠ⍫冯⒒ᶨ䧖忳≽?
(⎒怠ᶨ枭)

㭷忙㚱⸦⮷㗪⍫冯忁䧖
忳≽?

㭷⸜㚱⸦ᾳ㚰⍫冯忁䧖
忳≽?

Ṽ⨳, 付ᐶ, ᾅ漉䎫炻
檀䇦⣓䎫炻␤㉱⚰
䫱
佥㮃䎫-╖干-嶛准㷠㲛-䵚䎫炻᷺᷻㲊炻
嶛丑炻嵹㬍炻㹄⅘炻
嶛檀炻嶛怈䫱
㊛㑲-䯫䎫-嵛䎫㌺䎫炻橼㑵炻劙⺷
㪾䎫↺凡䫱

⚆䫼
Ṽ⨳, 付ᐶ,
ᾅ漉䎫炻檀䇦
⣓䎫炻␤㉱⚰
䫱
佥㮃䎫-╖干
-嶛准-㷠㲛䵚䎫炻᷺᷻㲊炻
嶛丑炻嵹㬍炻
㹄⅘炻嶛檀炻
嶛怈䫱
㊛㑲-䯫䎫嵛䎫- ㌺䎫炻
橼㑵炻劙⺷㪾
䎫↺凡䫱
< 1⮷㗪

Ἀ䫔Ḵⷠ⍫冯⒒ᶨ䧖忳≽? (⎒怠
ᶨ枭)

0.76

1.26

1.76

< 1 ⮷㗪

0.5

1-2⮷㗪
2-3⮷㗪
3-4⮷㗪
> 4⮷㗪

1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5

<1㚰

0.04

㚰
㚰
㚰
㚰

0.17
0.42
0.67
0.92

1-3
4-6
7-9
>9

䫔Ḵ⣂⍫冯䘬忳≽屯㕁

㔠ῤ

㭷忙㚱⸦⮷㗪⍫冯忁䧖忳≽?

㭷⸜㚱⸦ᾳ㚰⍫冯忁䧖忳≽?

攺检㊯㔠

⚆䫼

婚检㗪攻䚳暣夾

⽆ᶵ
⼰⮹
„䇦
䴻ⷠ
䷥㗗
⽆ᶵ
⼰⮹
„䇦
䴻ⷠ
䷥㗗
⽆ᶵ
⼰⮹
„䇦
䴻ⷠ
䷥㗗㭷⸜㚱⸦
ᾳ㚰⍫冯忁䧖
忳≽?

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4

< 5↮揀

1

5-15↮揀
15-30↮揀
30-45↮揀
> 45↮揀

2
3
4
5

婚检㗪攻㬍埴

婚检㗪攻嶷╖干

Ἀ㭷⣑⽆⭞墉ˣ⬠㟉ㆾ岤䈑䘬⛘㕡Ἦ
⚆天剙⣂⮹↮揀㬍埴ㆾ嶷╖干烎
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0.76

1.26

1.76
0.5

1-2⮷㗪

1.5

2-3⮷㗪

2.5

3-4⮷㗪

3.5

> 4⮷㗪

4.5

< 1㚰

0.04

1-3㚰

0.17

4-6 㚰

0.42

7-9㚰

0.67

> 9㚰

0.92

↮㔠

5

㔠ῤ

(᷁)Ʉᶵ列佺ㄋ
⛐忶⍣12ᾳ㚰ℏ:
ĲįġġἈ㚱⏎ᶲ⬠㗪怚⇘崭忶Ķ㫉ŀ

㚱
Ĳ

⏎
ı

ĳįġġἈ㚦⏎⢾↢ⓙ烚ㆾ呚䵚⏏ŀ

Ĳ

Ĵį Ἀ㚦⏎呚忂枪ŀ

Ĳ

ı
ı

ĵįġġἈ㚦⏎徫⬠⍣䍑ŀ
ĶįġġἈ㚱⏎⏠䄁䘬佺ㄋŀ
ķįġġἈ㚱⏎梚惺䘬佺ㄋŀ
ĸįġġἈ㚱⏎䴻ⷠⒼ攳⽫ŀ
ĹįġġἈ㚦⏎↢䎦䜉䛈ᶵ嵛⓷柴ŀ

Ĳ
Ĳ
Ĳ
Ĳ
Ĳ

ı
ı

ĺįġġἈ㚦⏎㚵䓐ảỽ喍䈑Ẍね䵺檀㻚冰⤖ŀ

Ĳ

ı

ĲıįġἈ㚦⏎デ⇘䔘ⷠ䘬㙜帩ŀ
ĲĲįġἈ㚱⏎↢䎦姀ㅞ≃堘徨ŀ
ĲĳįġἈ㚱⏎奢⼿⿅侫嬲⼿怚䶑ŀ

Ĳ
Ĳ
Ĳ

ı
ı

ĲĴįġἈ㚱⏎↢䎦ね䵺䃎ㄖ烎

Ĳ

ı

ı
ı
ı

ı

ĲĵįġġġἈ㚦⏎㚱忶冒㭢䘬⾝柕烎

(ᶩ)Ʉ䆇梲冯䣦Ṍ
ĲįġġἈ㚱⏎䴻ⷠ⎫哔厄ㆾ㯜㝄烎

㚱ġġıġ

⏎ġġĲ

㚱ġġĲ

⏎ġġıġ

Ĵį ⛐Ἀ⭞ᷕĭġ㚱⏎⭞⹕㙜≃ŀ

㚱ġġĲ

⏎ġġı

ĵįġġἈ䇞㭵㚱⏎⏠䄁ŀ

㚱ġġĲ

⏎ġġı

ĶįġġἈ䇞㭵㚱⏎梚惺ŀ

㚱ġġĲ

⏎ġġı

ķįġġἈ䇞㭵㚱⏎⏠梇㭺⑩ŀ

㚱ġġĲ

⏎ġġı

ĸįġġἈ㚱⏎䴻ⷠ⍫冯ᶨ⭞Ṣ䘬㳣≽ŀ

㚱ġġı

⏎ġġĲ

ĹįġġἈ奢⼿䇞㭵㗗⏎斄⽫Ἀŀ

㗗ġġı

⏎ġġĲ

ĺįġġἈ㗗⏎デ⇘㟉ℏⷓ䓇斄Ὢ列⤥烎

㗗ġġı

⏎ġġĲ

Ĳıįġġ㟉ℏ㗗⏎㚱斄⽫Ἀ䘬侩ⷓŀ

㚱ġġı

⏎ġġĲ

ĲĲįġġ㟉ℏ㗗⏎㚱斄⽫Ἀ䘬㚳⍳ŀ

㚱ġġı

⏎ġġĲ

ĳįġ ġ ⛐忶⍣Ĵı⣑ℏĭġ Ἀ㚱⏎䓐ảỽ㕡㱽Ἦᾅ㊩橼慵ㆾ㷃偍
⤪忚梇⼴㈋┱ˣ㚵䓐㾱喍ㆾ㷃偍喍 "
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ℙ10,000⬠䓇 screened

䓟烉⤛ 1.09:1
ĳĸĶı
ĳĸıı
ĳķĶı

48%

ĳķıı

52%

ŮŢŭŦ
ŧŦŮŢŭŦ

ĳĶĶı

䩳橼䚜㡅⚾ġĲ

ĳĶıı
ĳĵĶı
ĳĵıı
ĳĴĶı

Ŏłōņ

ŇņŎłōņ

橼慵↮Ự
橼
慵↮Ự
Ĳķıı
Ĳııı

50%
Underweight

Ĳĵıı
20%
Ĳĳıı
overweight

ĺıı

Ĳııı

Ĺıı

Ĺıı

ĸıı

ķķıı
ıı

ķıı

ĵıı

Ķıı

ĳıı

ŎŢŭŦ

ĵıı

ı
ŐţŦŴŦ

ŇŦŮŢŭŦ
Ň
ŦŮŢŭŦ

Ĵıı
ĳıı

%
9%

Ĳıı
ı

Ő
ţŦ ŴŦŦ
ŐţŦŴŦ

偍
偾

崭
慵

ůůŰųŮŢŭ
Űų ŮŢ
Ů Ţŭ
㬋
ŸŦŪŨũŵ
Ÿ
Ŧ ŪŨũ
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Probability of Physically Un-fit by Grade-levels, by Gender
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WHO 幓⽫㊯㔠
(0 – 25, Ỷ=檀桐晒炸

ĲĦ ĸĦ
ĲııĦ

ĽĴ

ĹıĦ

ĴġŵŰġĺġ

ķıĦ

ĿĲı

ĵıĦ
ĳıĦ

ĺĳĦ

ıĦ
ĽĴ

ĴġŵŰġĺġ

ĿĲı

Happiness average scores by grade-levels (Form 1 to Form 7)
linear decreasing trend of happiness
when students progressing from junior
to senior grade-levels (X2=12.14, df=1,
p=0.001).

Mean Happiness Total Score

18

17

Percentage of Happiness Score ≤3 by
Grade-levels (Form 1 to Form 7)
16
2

3

4

5

6

7

Form

Happiness average scores did not differ
significantly between boys and girls.
However, those who had a religious belief
tended to be slightly happier than those
without, and the difference reached statistical
significance (X2=4.14, df=1, p=0.042).
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Proportion of Total Happiness Score < 4

1

3

2

1

0
1

2

3

4
Grade

5

6

7

WHO 幓⽫㊯㔠 (0 – 25, Ỷ=檀桐晒炸
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Ķ

ķ

Average Number of Risky Behaviours by
Recreational: two behaviours partying, Kara-okay
(classic) Risky behaviour: five
behaviours - truancy, skipping class,
smoking, drinking alcohol, taking drugs
Mental: six behaviours: feeling down,
sleeping problem, grumpy, deterioration
in memory, slow in cognitive
processing, anxiety.

Grade-levels (Form 1 to Form 7)

Percentage of Potential Cases (Risky
Behaviours≥7) by Grade-levels

桐晒埴䁢⼿↮
炷0 - 13炻 檀=檀桐晒炸
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ĺ

Ĺ

ĸ

䆇梲冯䣦㚫斄Ὢ↮㔠
炷0 - 11炻檀=檀桐晒炸

ĴĺĦ

Ľĺ
ķĲĦ

Ŀĺ

ĸıįııĦ
ķıįııĦ
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ĳıįııĦ
ĲıįııĦ
ıįııĦ
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Recreational Behaviours, (classic) Risky Behaviours, and Mental Issues, by Grade levels

Recreational: two behaviours partying, Kara-okay
(classic) Risky behaviour: five
behaviours - truancy, skipping
class, smoking, drinking alcohol,
taking drugs
Mental: six behaviours: feeling
down, sleeping problem, grumpy,
deterioration in memory, slow in
cognitive processing, anxiety.
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Family back grounds
Relationships
Risk behavours

Family Background
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Domestic violence at home

Percent drinking at home

35.0%

60.0%

30.0%

50.0%

25.0%

40.0%

20.0%

30.0%

15.0%

20.0%

10.0%

10.0%
0.0%

5.0%

Form 1

Form 2

0.0%

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Percent smoke
Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Having smokers at home

Family members take drug at home

60.0%

30.0%

50.0%

25.0%

40.0%

20.0%

30.0%

15.0%

20.0%

10.0%

10.0%

5.0%
0.0%

0.0%
From 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 1

Form 7

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Observation
• More high risk behaviour in family members in
lower forms OR
• Those who are still engaged in higher
education have less risk behaviours in family
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Relationships

Non-caring parents
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Not having family functions
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4
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Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Do not like going to school
Form 2 – need more
attention
Form 5 – best
Friends & teachers
are important

44.0%
37.3%

36.2%

36.1%

28.7%
22.6%
16.7%

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

No friends at school

No teachers care for me
44.1%

33.5%
29.0%

35.4%

35.0%

29.5%

27.2%

34.4%
26.9%

25.0%

17.9%

18.3%
8.5%

8.3%

Form 1

From 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Risk behaviours
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Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

WHO-5 wellbeing score by Form
160

Unhappy

140
32.5%
120

28.9%

28.8%

28.3%

28.7%

Form 6

Form 7

27.5%

27.2%
100

Form 1 80Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

60

40

20

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Form 1

8

9

From 2

10

11

Form 3

12

13

14

Form 4

15

16

17

Form 5

18

19

20

Form 6

21

22

23

24

25

Form 7

Been to Karaoke

Late for school >5X

80%

10.0%
70%

9.0%
8.0%

60%

7.0%

50%

6.0%

40%

5.0%

30%

4.0%
20%

3.0%
2.0%

10%

1.0%

0%
Form 1

0.0%
Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 2

Form 3

Stay out overnight
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Had deliquent

45.0%

Form 1

Form 4

Form 7

Form 6

Form 7

10.0%
9.0%
8.0%
7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%
Form 1
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Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Drinker

Smoke
13.8%

6.1% 5.6%

4.9%

4.2%

3.1%

11.7%

1.2%
0.4%
Form Form Form Form
1
2
3
4

FormForm
form
5 6 7

11.6%

12.1%

7.3%

6.7%

6.1%

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Taken drugs

Unhappy

2.7%

32.5%

28.9%

28.8%
28.3%

1.4%

28.7%

27.5%

27.2%

0.8%

0.9%

0.9%

0.5%
0.0%
Form 1
Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 2

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Form 7

Often insomnia

Felt irritable
82.5%

66.4%

Form 3

35.4%

78.0%

66.7%

60.3%

27.2%

27.2%

Form 1

Form 2

28.8%

30.0%

30.1%

Form 4

Form 5

34.1%

55.5%
49.5%

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Form 3

Form 6

Felt anxious
•Mental health problem –
increases with increasing forms
•Insomnia is especially an
important problem

49.4%
38.2%
31.2%
26.4%

25.1%

Form 2

Form 3

27.9%

21.7%

Form 1

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7
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Form 7

Deterioriating memory

Slowing in memory

43.9%

47.0%
42.5%
33.0%

35.5%

29.5%

32.9%
24.8%

24.1%

19.3%

20.5%

21.6%

16.3%

Form 1
Form 1

28.1%

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Form 7

Attempted weight reduction in past
month

No fruit & veg
40.0%

35.0%

35.0%

30.0%

30.0%

25.0%

25.0%

20.0%

20.0%

15.0%

15.0%

10.0%

10.0%

5.0%

5.0%

0.0%

0.0%
Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Further analysis
for school A
Crosstab
Family background
Relationships
Vs
Risk behaviours
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Form 4

Form 5

Form 6

Form 7

> for both gender combined

Left: riskybehavior as dependent variable; Right: mental as dependent
variable:

Tests of Model Effects

Tests of Model Effects

Type III
Wald ChiSquare
df
5.809

1

Sig.
.016

NSRF_Question_3_Sc
ore

40.682

1

.000

NSRF_Question_4_Sc
ore

4.148

1

.042

NSRF_Question_5_Sc
ore

33.685

1

.000

NSRF_Question_6_Sc
ore

26.910

1

.000 parents' using

NSRF_Question_7_Sc
ore

.231

1

NSRF_Question_8_Sc
ore

1.245

NSRF_Question_9_Sc
ore

.827

NSRF_Question_10_S
core

3.241

1

NSRF_Question_11_S
core

.504

1

Source
(Intercept)

Type III
Source
(Intercept)

Wald ChiSquare
41.189

df
1

Sig.
.000

NSRF_Question_3_Sc

15.742

1

.000

NSRF_Question_4_Sc

.443

1

.506

NSRF_Question_5_Sc

4.460

1

.035

NSRF_Question_6_Sc
ore

.672

1

.412

.630

NSRF_Question_7_Sc
ore

.348

1

.555

1

.264

NSRF_Question_8_Sc
ore

.077

1

.781

1

.363 teacher-student

NSRF_Question_9_Sc
ore

15.735

1

.000

.072

NSRF_Question_10_S
core

.014

1

.907

.478

NSRF_Question_11_S
core

2.215

1

.137

violence at home ore
parents' smoking ore
parents' drinking ore
drugs

relationship

Dependent Variable: riskybehavior
Model: (Intercept), NSRF_Question_3_Score,
NSRF_Question_4_Score, NSRF_Question_5_Score,
NSRF_Question_6_Score, NSRF_Question_7_Score,
NSRF_Question_8_Score, NSRF_Question_9_Score,
NSRF_Question_10_Score, NSRF_Question_11_Score

Dependent Variable: mental
Model: (Intercept), NSRF_Question_3_Score,
NSRF_Question_4_Score, NSRF_Question_5_Score,
NSRF_Question_6_Score, NSRF_Question_7_Score,
NSRF_Question_8_Score, NSRF_Question_9_Score,
NSRF_Question_10_Score, NSRF_Question_11_Score

CORRELATION FOR SCHOOL B
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Form
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

Study_Class
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
Average
2A
2B
2C
2D
Average
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
Average
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
Average
5A
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F
Average
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
Average
7A
7B

RTB_Total
2.19
2.71
1.73
2.22
2.04
2.17
3.26
3.18
2.86
2.05
2.81
2.17
3.56
2.88
3.76
2.54
2.95
5.68
4.10
3.63
3.26
2.37
3.72

Partying
.3462
.4583
.3846
.5556
.3929
.4275
.8065
.7059
.6207
.4324
.6336
.7778
.8125
.9091
1.0909
.5676
.8246
1.1429
1.0345
.8857
.6765
.8000
.8944

Substance use/delinquency
.1538
.4583
.1154
.1852
.1429
.2061
.9355
.7353
.5172
.4054
.6412
.4167
.8750
.4545
.8788
.1892
.5497
1.9643
1.0345
.9143
.5000
.1143
.8571

mental
1.5769
1.6667
1.0769
1.4074
1.2857
1.3969
1.3871
1.4706
1.4828
1.1351
1.3588
.8889
1.6875
1.3939
1.6667
1.6216
1.4444
2.1786
1.7586
1.7143
1.9118
1.2571
1.7453

Testing for difference1
no significant variation among
classes.

3.25
2.13
3.11
3.88
3.56
3.11
3.22
4.08
4.19
4.06
3.52
3.12
3.76
2.65
3 00

.8571
.6667
.9259
1.0938
1.0588
.9143
.9333
1.5200
1.1111
.8438
1.0323
.8824
1.0537
.5806
8235

.7857
.2500
.2963
.3750
.3824
.1714
.3722
.6800
.6296
.6250
.2258
.2647
.4698
.0645
3529

1.4643
1.1667
1.8148
2.2500
2.0000
1.7429
1.7722
1.8400
2.2963
2.5000
2.0968
1.9118
2.1342
1.9032
1 7353

Substance use/delinquency still
varies between classes, and
marginally significant (p=.059)

no significant variation among
classes.

substance use and delinquency
behavior varies significantly (p=.013)

Risk behaviors as a whole and
substance use/delinquency by itself
vary significantly among classes
(p=.008 and p<.001 respectively)

Differing from other forms, F6 has
partying differing significantly
between classes (p=.006)

Substance use/delinquency still
shows significant difference between

PROFILES DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY
AMONG SCHOOLS
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• There is a consistent increasing trend in MENTAL RELATED BEHAVIORS,
and RECREATIONAL BEHAVIORS.
• But for the typical ADOLESCENT RISK TAKING BEHAVIORS (delinquency and
substance use), the trend is different, it starts to increase from Form 1 and
hits the peak at Form 4, then starts to decline.

Happiness decreases significantly with form
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Happiness increases with levels of physical fitness

Anova of HAPPINESS on the items describing family,
school and nutrition (*** p<.005; ** p<.01; * p<.05).
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Findings
• Interestingly, boys and girls who eat vegetables
and fruits frequently are happier
• Boys who try to control weight are happier
• Adolescents who connect closely to families and
schools are happier
• Perceiving significant adults (parents and
teachers) caring for them seems matter greatly
for boys
• Happiness seems having little to do with parents’
substance use or violence at home

The relationship between happiness
and adolescent risk behaviors
• Girls who take drugs are significantly unhappy
than those who don’t (p<.005)
• Boys who drink alcohol are significantly unhappy
than those who don’t (p<.05)
• ANOVA analysis of happiness on the set of mental
issues found that happiness had a lot to do with
sleeping, memory, cognitive capability, anxiety
and mood disturbance.
• Partying and engaging recreational activities does
not seem to elevate the level of happiness
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Happiness and mental problems

SCHOOL HEALTH PROFILES AND
ANALYSIS REFLECTED TO SCHOOLS
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Step 2
Analysis of the Assessment
Data with School Principals
&
Indentify at-risk youths
to QK Blog for
In-depth Assessment
10%

QK Blog
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䟽唎䂅ՠ

Clinic Sessions at QK Blogg
Mon

Tues

Wed

Thur

Fri

SAC, KCH
Psychiatrist

School
assessment

School
assessment

School
assessment

(Paediatricians)

(Paediatricians)

SAC, KCH
Psychiatrist

SAC = Substance Abuse Clinic
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(Paediatricians)

慵溆姽Ộ
HEADSS ⭞⹕䉨㱩姽Ộ;
䱦䤆姽Ộ– WHO 5;
Repeat fitness tests + Blood pressure
㾓喍⓷柴– CRAFFT
埴䁢姀ㅞ傥≃ ⍲ ⋼婧傥≃ Memory & eyehand coordination
• 幓橼㩊㞍 Physical examination
• 䘤㍀㼃傥 Identification of talents
•
•
•
•
•

BOT ⋼婧傥≃
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(RBMT)

埴䁢姀ㅞ傥≃㷔槿

Family Status in 255 students

Single
25%

Intact Family
75%
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Family status vs Action
Action

Intact (192)

Single (63)

Close Case

49%

41.3%

Med FU

1%

4.8%

Psy FU

1.6%

0

NGO

14.6%

25.4%

SSW

33.3%

28.6%

Total

100%

100%

Family status vs Academic results
Action

Intact (192)

Single (63)

Above
average
Average

9%

15%

59%

40%

32%

45%

100%

100%

Below
average
Total
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Health-compromising behaviours amongst students
screened at QK Blog
N=255

Risk behaviours Vs
Academic Performance
Ķı
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ŴŦŭŧĮũŢųŮ

Pattern of Substance Use Amongst those
who have used Cigarettes
N=88

Pattern of Substance Use Amongst the
Regular Smokers
N=55
ĳĦ

ĳĳĦ
ńŪŨŢųŦŵŵŦŴġŰůŭź
ńŪŨŢųŦŵŵŦŴġĬġłŭŤŰũŰŭ
ńŪŨŢųŦŵŵŦŴġĬġłŭŤŰũŰŭġĬġŔŰŧŵ
ťųŶŨŴ

ĸķĦ
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Form vs smoking
Form % non-smoker
1

86.2

2

70.3

3

54.8

4

55.8

5

43.8

6

50.0

Tota
l

65.5

Form vs alcohol use
Form

157

% nondrinker

1

86.2

2

60.9

3

54.8

4

48.1

5

31.3

6

50.0

Tota
l

60.8

Form vs past suicide behaviour
Form

% no suicide
behaviour

1

100

2

95.3

3

93.5

4

88.5

5

93.8

6

100

Total

94.5

Form vs sexually active
Form
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% not
sexually
active

1

100

2

96.9

3

95.2

4

94.2

5

75.0

6

50.0

Total

94.9

Form vs drug abuse
Form % no drug use
1

100

2

96.9

3

96.8

4

86.5

5

81.3

6

100

Total

94.5

Summary of observations
• Intact family protects against risk taking
behaviours
• More risk taking behaviour in those having
below average academic results
• Form 2 seems high risk of taking up risk taking
behaviours
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Health-compromising behaviours amongst
students screened at QK Blog
N=255

⇅㬍姽Ộ 255⎵⬠䓇䷥䳸㝄
ĵıĦ
ĴĶĦ
ĴıĦ
ĳĶĦ
ĳıĦ

䷥↮㜸

ĲĶĦ
ĲıĦ
ĶĦ
ıĦ

ŰŬ

⣂斄㆟

⬠㟉䣦ⶍ
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ŏňŐ

廱ṳ慓䓇
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Occupational Lifestyle Redesign Programme for Adolescent’ –
QKᶱ慵⣷妰∫ᷳ䓇㳣⭂⎹婚䦳

• Target - at risk youths identified at QK Blog
• Based on “positive psychology” and “occupational
therapy” towards developing personal strength,
fostering personal growth, and pursuing quality of life
• intensive closed group training + work skills training in
group discussion / role play / worksheets and
questionnaires.
• Total 11 sessions spread over 5 – 6 weeks
• Support to parents and teachers
• Follow up assessment at 3/6/12 months
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Summary of observations
Cross-tab: family status, academic result and
forms vs risk behaviour
• Intact family protects against risk taking
behaviours
• More risk taking behaviour in those having
below average academic results
• Form 2 seems high risk of taking up risk taking
behaviours
• But data collected not standardized

Follow up at QK for further
assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sexually active
Addictions – tobacco, alcohol, internet
ADHD
Body image problem
Mood or conduct disorders
Metabolic syndrome
Learning problems – cognition, memory,
executive function etc
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Follow up at QK for further
assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sexually active
Addictions – tobacco, alcohol, internet
ADHD
Body image problem
Mood or conduct disorders
Metabolic syndrome
Learning problems – cognition, memory,
executive function etc

EVALUATION OF STUDENTS SEEN
2011-2012 IN 3 SCHOOLS
Patrick Ip
Sophia Li
Fred Wong
Rosa Wong
Wilfred Wong
Department of Paediatrics & Adolescent Medicine
The University of Hong Kong
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Screening

Cross-checking of Health Profiles
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Students’ perceptions of the various aspects of QK project

•

Students’ least satisfied experiences
associated with QK

•

“The communication with
professionals was just okay to
me. They had told me some
facts about myself but I hardly
found any analysis of my own
personality. It couldn’t help me
understand more about
myself.” – Student J
“Those people (Social workers
and medical doctors) tried to
let me know what was my
strength and weaknesses. I
appreciate that but those were
not new to me. It’d be much
better if they could tell me
something that I didn’t know.
However I understand it’d be
difficult as I only meet them for
once.” – Student C

“The interview with social worker was […] like chatting with friends. She asked me questions that I
never thought before. After that she shared her own opinion to those questions. I found that inspired
me to think more about myself.” – Student K
“Although I was not confident to tell them (Social workers and medical doctors) all of my thoughts, I
think the discussion with social worker could boost my confidence. She shared with me her own
experience and told me how she coped with challenges. I then felt more confident towards
challenges since she displayed a role model to me.” – Student C
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Referral
• 87.6% referral
deemed
appropriate
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Item No.

Happiness

Contributing Factors for Happiness

Health-related behaviours
1
ᴹ㏃ᑨਲ਼㭜㨌ᡆ≤᷌˛
***
2
൘䙾৫30ཙޗ, ᴹ⭘ԫօᯩ⌅ֶ؍ᤱ億䟽ᡆ㛕(ྲ䙢伏ᖼᢓ ***
ஹǃᴽ⭘☹㰕ᡆ㛕㰕)?
Family functioning
൘ᇦѝ, ᴹᇦᓝ᳤࣋?

3

4
⡦⇽ᴹ੨➉?
5
⡦⇽ᴹ伢䞂?
6
⡦⇽ᴹ੨伏∂૱?
Social connectedness
7
ᴹ㏃ᑨ৳㠷аᇦӪⲴ⍫अ?
8
㿪ᗇ⡦⇽ᱟ䰌ᗳ?
9
ᱟᝏࡠṑޗᑛ⭏䰌ײ㢟ྭ˛
10
ṑޗᱟᴹ䰌ᗳⲴ㘱ᑛ?
11
ṑޗᱟᴹ䰌ᗳⲴᴻ৻?
(Classic) risky behaviours
1
ᴹкᆨᱲ䚢ࡠ䎵䙾5⅑?
4
ᴮ䘳ᆨ৫⧙?
5
ᴹ੨➉Ⲵ㘂ន?
6
ᴹ伢䞂Ⲵ㘂ន?
9
ᴮᴽ⭘ԫօ㰕⢙Ԕᛵ㐂儈╢઼㠸ྞ?
Recreational behaviours
2
ᴮཆࠪୡ˧ᡆ㫢㏢?
3
ᴮ㫢䙊串?
Mental issues
7
ᴹ㏃ᑨୄ䮻ᗳ?
8
ᴮࠪ⨮ⶑⵐн䏣乼?
10
ᴮᝏࡠ⮠ᑨⲴ᳤䒱?
11
ᴹࠪ⨮䁈៦࣋㺠䘰?
12
ᴹ㿪ᗇᙍ㘳䆺ᗇ䚢㐙?

*
*
*

Note:
*** p<0.001;
** p<0.01;
* p<0.05

***
***
***
***
**

*
*

***
***
***
***
***

Partial Pearson Correlation Coefficients between Happiness, Sports, Leisure, BMI,
Fitness Scores, and Number of Risky Behaviours, Controlling for Grade-levels

!

Happiness

Sport

Leisure

BMI

Fitness

Sport

.245***

!

!

!

!

Leisure

.137***

.366***

!

!

!

.021

.030

-.018

!

!

BMI
Fitness
Risky

.017
-.216***

.192*** .108*** -.186***
-.132*** -.062*
.030

behaviours
Note: *** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05
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!
-.006

Contributing Factors for the Occurrence of Risky Behaviours

Mental

Total≥7

Family functioning
3
൘ᇦѝ, ᴹᇦᓝ᳤࣋?
4
⡦⇽ᴹ੨➉?
5
⡦⇽ᴹ伢䞂?
6
⡦⇽ᴹ੨伏∂૱?
Social connectedness
7
ᴹ㏃ᑨ৳㠷аᇦӪⲴ⍫अ?
8
㿪ᗇ⡦⇽ᱟ䰌ᗳ?
9
ᱟᝏࡠṑޗᑛ⭏䰌ײ㢟ྭ˛
10
ṑޗᱟᴹ䰌ᗳⲴ㘱ᑛ?
11
ṑޗᱟᴹ䰌ᗳⲴᴻ৻?
Health-related behaviours
1
ᴹ㏃ᑨਲ਼㭜㨌ᡆ≤᷌˛
2
൘䙾৫30ཙޗ, ᴹ⭘ԫօᯩ⌅ֶ؍ᤱ
億䟽ᡆ㛕(ྲ䙢伏ᖼᢓ ஹǃᴽ⭘☹㰕ᡆ
㛕㰕)?

Recreational

Description

Classic risky

Item
No.

***
***
***
***

**
***
***
**

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
*
***
*

***
*
*

***

***

***

***

Note: *** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05

Contributing factors for the perceived development
Factor

Coefficient

95% Confidence Interval

p-value

Estimates
Gender

0.28

-0.95 to 1.50

0.65

Age

0.04

-0.34 to 0.41

0.84

Repeater

0.68

-0.63 to 1.98

0.30

Perception on design

0.91

-0.85 to 2.68

0.30

Perception on time management

1.25

0.10 to 2.40

0.03*

Perception on communication

1.20

0.06 to 2.33

0.04*

effectiveness

Recommendations
Adolescents could potentially experience substantial development if the
programme had a good time management plan and the frontline
professionals could provide a warm and close conversation with the
clients.
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WAY FORWARD
Better identification and networking of services
Health promotion school – positive development through positive
activities
School connectedness
Parental engagement
Community connectedness
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Aggregate school data for community
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Children living in poverty
(EB)
• Injury rate – AED
attendance (HA) or EB
• Teenage conception rate ?
• Overweight and obese
children (School survey)
• Ethnic groups and new
immigrants (EB & school)
• ? Sex and relationships

Participation in sports
Participation in positive activities
Smoking rate – student & family
Using alcohol rate – student &
family
Using drugs rate – student &
family
Being bullied
Emotional health – happiness,
anxiety…
School connectedness
Family connectedness
Domestic violence
? Community safety

Community level
• Aggregated school data will be presented to District
Councilors of the school cluster for collaboration
with schools to
1) provide facilities, opportunities and support for
afterschool /extracurricular positive activities sports, recreations, innovations and volunteering,
2) activities to strengthen connection of schools with
neighbourhood, child and parents
3) engaging students in community decisions
4) develop health promotion programmes
5) Encourage community schools development –Youth
Councilors
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Community connectedness
• “Each community must create a vision of what
it wants for all young people. Only then can
those communities create an environment in
which young people can achieve their greatest
potential, through supports, services, and
opportunities.”
–
–
–
–
–

Opportunities exist for community involvement
Community service opportunities are available for youth
Opportunities for youth to make decisions
Opportunities for youth to care about others
Opportunities to participate in youth/adult partnerships

•
•Mental
Health
••Physical Health
••Risk behavior

Brief e-questionnaire

Screening
ning at-risk
at risk
adolescents

Generating
G
school profile

Developing
healthy school
program
(school level)

Further
er as
assessment
in QK
Case
ascertainment

QKcoordinated
Multi-sectorial
collaboration

Case profile
prof for
referral

Guiding program
development for
school cluster
(community level)

Existing social
and medical
treatment/se
rvice

Alternative
treatment/int
ervention
(individual level)

Evaluation
l
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Education Sector
•Secondary Schools
•District school council
•University
•Community learning program

Health Sector
•Pediatricians
•Psychiatrists
•School nurses
•Adolescent clinics

Social Service Sector
•Various adolescent-focused
NGOs
•Government-funded projects
•Web-organic project

QK
Individual
IIndi
In
dividu
divi
dividual
vidual
dual lev
lev
level
evel
el
• Focusing on at-risk
adolescents
• Building on individual
profile
• Skill formation project
• Peer-led approach
• Internet reading group

Community
level
Individual
IIndi
In
ndividual
dividu
divi
vidual
dual lev
lev
level
evel
el
School
Individual
Indi
In
dividu
divi
vidual
duallevel
llev
level
evel
ev
el
• Focusing on specific
school
• Building on school profile
• Setting and prioritizing
healthy school goals
• Providing implementation
strategies

• Forming school clusters
• Engaging families
• Activities to strengthen
connections with families
and schools
• After-school activities
• Learning/tutoring group
• Mentoring

Ways to support positive development
• Provide, most fundamentally, facilities, activities and support
that seek to promote positive youth development at all levels
– community, school, peer, family and individual
• Provide safe places for youth to go: after-school programs,
extracurricular activities, community centers
• Provide places for youth to do challenging things: academic
support/mentoring;
• Provide service learning; youth empowerment/organizing;
career development; culture, arts and media; recreation
• Provide places for youth to do these things with caring adults
and with supportive peers
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Caring adults engaged with youth in
meaningful activities which foster the
development of agency, connectedness,
and competence

MPPA Sport Index

133

140

120
103

106

104

96

96

100

80
61 63
60
44

42

Arts &
sports
clubs,
NGOs
LCSD
DC
etc

Positive development
Sports activities > 3x per week
Positive activities > 3x per week
Arts & craft
Volunteering, Cadets…

Teachers
Peers
Parents
SSWs

HA,
DH
CUHK
HKU
PUHK

Health promotion in school
-Diet & exercise
-Violence : bullying…..
-Addiction – smoke, alcohol, drugs
-Socio-emotional health – life skill
training, connectedness

Child to
child &
Child to
parent

PUHK
IEd
Weborganic
IVY
DC
etc

Self-learning & mentoring
-e-health
-e-reading
-e-news
-Vocation exposure

33

40
24

26
22

19
13

20

4
0
1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4 4.25 4.5 4.75 5

Strategy
Targets

School action plans

School profile
Obesity & fittness
Diet & Exercise
Happiness
Risk behaviours

Hospital

Private

(including in-patients and
Specialty Out-patients
Department)

Paediatricians

Rehabilitation
Community-oriented
Child and
Adolescent Health
Centre

SWD

Social

Medical

EMB

CHILD

Preventive
Care

FAMILY
Community
Outreach
Programme

COMMUNITYCENTRED
INTEGRATED
CHILD HEALTH
MODEL 2012
Focus on community
health and health equity

Health

Home
Care Services

Engagem
ent of
parents in
e-learning

Patient Support
and
Self-help Groups

Integrated – public
health, primary
secondary, tertiary care
and Community
partnership
Evidence-based lifecourse approach
Accountability &
governance
126

COMMUNITY
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It’s Our Responsibility to….
•
•
•
•
•

be research pushers
be treatment/recovery pushers
be prevention pushers
be education pushers
not argue about which one of the above
is most important
• consistently push our importance
• while we disagree, people are dying…
⮰⭞埴䁢Æ 㓧⹄埴䁢Æ ⮰㤕埴䁢
Research Policy
Service
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Objective 3

Moderator

th

November 15 , Saturday, 10:00-11:50

Hung-Yi Chiou
Vice President / Professor, Public Health Department, Taipei Medical University, Taiwan

Education
1991.09- 1996.06

Doctor Degree

Graduate Institute of Epidemiology, National Taiwan University,

Taiwan
1987.09- 1989.06

Master Degree

Institute of Public Health, National Taiwan University, Taiwan

1981.09- 1985.06

Bachelor Degree

School of Public Health, National Taiwan University, Taiwan

Professional Experience
2010-2014

President, Taiwan Public Health Association

2009-2013

Dean, College of Public Health and Nutrition, Taipei Medical University

2005-2009

Director, School of Public Health, Taipei Medical University

2002-2008

President, Taiwan Epidemiology Association

2003-2005

Dean, Office of Academic Affairs, Taipei Medical University

2002-2006

Director, Center for General Education, Taipei Medical University

2000-2002

Director, Center for Liberal Arts, Taipei Medical University

2000-2003

Minister, Teaching Evaluation Committee, Taipei Medical University

1997-2000

Head, Curriculum Division of Office of Academic Affairs, Taipei Medical University

Awards and Honors
z

Research Grant Award, Taipei Medical University, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013

z

Excellent Research Award, Taipei Medical University, 2006, 2011, 2013

z

Research Achievement Award, Taipei Medical University, 2011

z

Best Paper Award, Taipei Medical University, 2011

z

Teaching Excellence Award, Taipei Medical University, 2010

z

NSC Outstanding Undergraduate Project Research Innovation Award, 2000, 2006, 2007, 2010

z

Research Award, National Science Council, 1995, 1997, 1998, 2001 – present

z

Excellent thesis Award, Taiwan Public Health Association, 1996
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Objective 3

Assessment Tool of School Health Program

th

November 15 , Saturday, 10:00-10:30

Susan Telljohann
Professor Emeritus, Health Education, University of Toledo, USA

Biography
Susan K. Telljohann, HSD, CHES, is a Professor Emeritus of Health Education at The University of Toledo. She
received her doctoral degree in health sciences from Indiana University with an emphasis on school and
college health education. Her experience in health education spans over 30 years, including health
instruction from the junior high to the university level. She has conducted research and published over 60
articles on health education in professional journals, presented over 60 papers at professional conferences
and is the co-author of Health Education: Elementary and Middle-Level School Applications, 7th Edition
(McGraw-Hill, 2011). She is the co-author of the HealthSmart K-12 curriculum and the Teach and Reach
health series published by ETR Associates. She also was one of the lead authors of the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention’s original and revised Health Education Curriculum Analysis Tool (HECAT). She served
as the President of the American School Health Association from 2000-2001, was the Contributing Editor for
the Teaching Ideas Column in the American Journal of Health Education and has served on many
professional health education committees throughout her professional career. She served on the Board of
Directors for the American Association of Health Education and the National Health Education Standards
Revision Committee. She is the recipient of several honors and awards, including the Howe Award from the
American School Health Association, the Scholar Award from the American Association of Health Education,
the Honor Award from Eta Sigma Gamma, the Distinguished Service Award from both the American School
Health Association and the American Association of Health Education, The University of Toledo Outstanding
Teacher Award, the Phi Delta Kappa Educator of the Year Award, and the Patty Outstanding Alumni Award
from Indiana University.
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Multi-year School Health and Practices Survey in USA
Susan Telljohann
The purpose of this session is to describe key surveillance tools that are used in the United States to monitor
youth health behaviors and school health related policies and programs. This session will also detail how
decision-makers, practitioners, and researchers have used these tools to improve the health of children and
adolescents in the United States. School health tools and resources that are used by the federal government
to improve adolescent health and school health programs and practices will also be discussed.

Lastly, a

dissemination model of how future school health educators learn how to use these tools will be described.
Objectives
Participants will be able to:
1.

Describe key surveillance tools (YRBSS, Profiles, SHHPS) that are used in the United States to monitor
youth health behaviors and school health related policies and programs.

2.

Explain how decision-makers, practitioners, and researchers have used CDC surveillance tools to
improve the health of children and adolescents in the United States.

3.

Describe how the School Health Index (SHI) and the Health Education Curriculum Analysis Tool
(HECAT) are used to improve school health policies, programs, and practices.

4.

Describe how CDC has worked with Institutes of Higher Education to ensure future school health
educators know how to use these tools to improve school health education.
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Multi-year School Health
and
Practices Survey in the USA
Susan K. Telljohann, HSD, CHES
Professor Emeritus, School Health Education
The University of Toledo
Toledo, OH

Objectives


Participants will be able to:
 Describe key surveillance tools that are used in the United
States to monitor youth health behaviors and school health
related policies and programs.
 Explain how decision-makers, practitioners, and
researchers have used CDC surveillance tools to improve
the health of children and adolescents in the United States.
 Describe how the School Health Index (SHI) and the Health
Education Curriculum Analysis Tool (HECAT) are used to
improve school health policies, programs, and practices.
 Describe how CDC has worked with Institutes of Higher
Education to ensure future school health educators know
how to use these tools to improve school health education.
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Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC)
The Division of Adolescent
and
School Health (DASH)
Adolescent Health and School Health
Surveillance and Application Tools

CDC DASH
School-Based Surveillance Branch
• Three United States Surveillance Systems
 Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System
(YRBSS)
 School Health Policies and Practices Study
(SHPPS)
 School Health Profiles (Profiles)
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Youth Risk Behavior
Surveillance System (YRBSS)



Developed in 1990
Collected data from more that 2.6 million high
school students between 1991 – 2013.

Purpose of the YRBSS
Determine the prevalence of health risk
behaviors.
 Assess trends and co-occurrence of health
risk behaviors.
 Provide comparable data
 Monitor progress toward achieving the
Healthy People 2020 objectives and other
program indicators.
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YRBSS Policy and Program Applications
Describe risk behaviors
Create awareness
Set program goals
Develop programs and policies
Support health-related legislation
Seek funding

Describe Risk Behaviors
Overall and among subgroups of youth
How risk behaviors are interrelated
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Create Awareness
Among:
 Legislators, boards of education, and school
administrators
 Parents
 Community members
 School staff
 Students
 Media

Set Program Goals
Strategic plans for school health programs
Healthy People 2020 objectives
CDC Cooperative Agreement Performance
Measures
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Develop Programs and Policies
School health programs and policies
Programs and policies for youth in high risk
situations
Instructional guides and materials
Professional development programs for
teachers

Support Health-Related Legislation
 Drug-free or weapon-free school zone laws
 Minors’ access laws
 Drinking and driving laws
 Anti-bullying legislation
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Seek Funding
Support funding requests to federal, state, and
private agencies and foundations

School Health Policies
and
Practices Study (SHPPS)
 SHPPS is a national survey periodically conducted to
assess school health policies and practices
 In 1994, 2000, and 2006, SHPPS was conducted at the
state, district, school, and classroom levels
 SHPPS 2012
 State and district data collection
 Results released on August 26, 2013

 SHPPS 2014
 School and classroom data collection will begin in February 2014
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Purpose of SHPPS


What are the characteristics of each component of
school health at the state, district, school, and
classroom levels and across elementary, middle, and
high schools?



Are there persons responsible for coordinating and
delivering each component of school health, and
what are their qualifications and educational
backgrounds?



What collaboration occurs among staff from each
component of school health and with staff from
outside agencies and organizations?



How have key policies and practices changed over
time?

Dissemination of SHPPS 2012 Data
www.cdc.gov/shpps
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What is School Health Profiles?
• A system of surveys assessing school health policies
and practices in states, territories, and school districts
• Conducted biennially by education and health agencies
with support from CDC
• Questionnaires administered to middle and high school
principals and lead health education teachers
•

2012: Lead physical health education teachers and
elementary school principals

• Mail or online administration

What is Measured by Profiles?
• Health education
• Physical education and physical activity
• Practices related to bullying and sexual harassment
• Policies related to HIV/AIDS, tobacco use, and
nutrition in schools
• Health services
• Family and community involvement in school health
• School health coordination
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Profiles Products, 2012

SHPPS and Profiles
Policy and Program Applications
Create awareness about school health policies
and practices
Inform professional development
Program planning and monitoring
Support health-related legislation
Seek funding
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Create Awareness About School Health
Policies and Practices
Among:
 Legislators, boards of education, and school
administrators
 Parents
 Community members
 School staff
 Students
 Media

Inform Professional Development
Pre-service
In-service
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Program Planning and Monitoring
Strategic plans for school health programs
Uses Profiles data to monitor progress towards
goals.

Support Health-Related Legislation
 School health program requirements
 School health council requirements
 Competitive food policies
 School health services policies
 Anti-bullying legislation
 School environment policies
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Seek Funding
Support funding requests to federal, state, and
private agencies and foundations

School Health Application Tools


It’s not only important to survey and
monitor adolescent risk behaviors and
school related policies and practices. It is
also important to create tools for schools
and communities to improve adolescent
health and school health policies and
practices.
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CDC DASH
Research Application and Evaluation Branch
Examples of National School Health Tools
 School Health Index (SHI)
 Health Education Curriculum Analysis Tool
(HECAT)

School Health Index (SHI)


An online self-assessment and planning
tool that schools can use to improve their
health and safety policies and programs.
• Helps schools identify strengths and
weaknesses of health and safety policies
and programs
• Helps schools develop an action plan
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Health Education Curriculum
Analysis Tool (HECAT)


Helps school districts, schools, and others
conduct a clear, complete, and consistent
analysis of health education curricula based
on the National Health Education Standards
and CDC’s Characteristics of an Effective
Health Education Curriculum.

Dissemination Strategy


CDC Sponsored - School Health
Education Institutes of Higher Education
Academies
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Summary
Importance of using surveillance tools.
 Understand how health professionals can
use the results of surveillance tools.
 Understand that surveillance is not enough
– we need tools to help improve
adolescent risk behaviors and school
health policies and practices.
 Dissemination is vital.
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Douglas McCall
Executive Director, International School Health Network, Canada

Biography
Doug McCall has been a key part of the school health movement in Canada since 1987 and has been active
at the international level since 2003. He has been instrumental in establishing much of the infrastructure in
Canadian school health promotion, including the Canadian Association for School Health, the School Health
Research Network, the Canadian NGO School Health Network, the Joint Consortium for School Health, and
the Health & Learning Knowledge Centre of the Canadian Council on Learning.
More recently he has worked with others from around the world to establish the International School Health
Network. This network brings together policy-makers, practitioners and researchers and has developed a
program of knowledge exchange activities that use webinars, web meetings, focused Twitter news/research
feeds, blogs and a Wikipedia style web site.
The Network also brings together various International Discussion Groups on a variety of topics. Several of
these groups relate to the themes being discussed at this conference. One of those groups is on Monitoring,
Reporting and Evaluation in school health promotion. Starting with a small grant from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention in the United States, Mr. McCall has worked with experts in different parts of
the world to develop a set of MRE Glossary Terms to clarify concepts, to organize several webinars and to
regularly post items into a clippings-style Twitter feed on national reporting in SH promotion. Mr. McCall
has been involved with the development and dissemination of the core and thematic indicators recently
published jointly by several UN agencies and international non-governmental organizations. This work was
also the basis for expert visits/assessments with the School Health Promotion teams in Singapore and Oman.
Mr. McCall is also working closely with other speakers presenting here (Dr. Gene Carter and Dr. Peter Paulus)
in organizing several webinars and regional symposiums on the theme of integration of health and social
programs within education systems. He is also working with Yifeng Wei and her colleagues on school mental
health and with Didier Jourdain on teacher education and development. He is also very pleased to see
progress being made in the development of the Asia Cross-Sector Network/Exchange on School Health &
Development being led by Albert Lee and colleagues.
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International Initiatives to Monitor, Report & Evaluate School Health
Approaches & Programs: Implications for Countries & Schools
Douglas McCall
This session will describe and discuss several international initiatives, tools and practices that are used
around the world to assess and monitor progress being made in school health promotion programs and
approaches. The starting point will be the core and thematic indicators that have been developed by several
UN agencies and NGO’s. The four pillars in the core set of indicators reflect the multiple intervention
programs and approaches used in Taiwan and almost all other countries. The thematic indicators and other
self-assessment tools developed by WHO and the World Bank, as well as two global youth health surveys will
be described and discussed. Other innovative approaches such as linking health and learning indicators,
compiling school-level assessments and effective use of policy and practice driven dissemination, analysis
and decision-making will be used to illustrate the essential point that such data, monitoring and survey
activity must lead to decision-making and improvements that support schools and students.
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International Initiatives to
Monitor, Report & Evaluate
School Health Approaches &
Programs
Implications for Countries & Schools
Douglas S McCall, Taipei, November 2014

Objectives for Presentation

1. Define terms: show how lack of clarity has
caused problems
2. Discuss contexts, process & politics
3. Describe international initiatives, discuss
strengths & weaknesses, implications for
schools, local authorities & states/countries
4. Call for improved practices & better sharing
5. Invite participation and more dialogue online
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1. Define Terms, Dispel Confusion

• The purposes of surveys, self-assessments, data
collections, singular program evaluations are often
unclear, disconnected from decision-making about
policies, programs and resources, not compared over
time or with others. There are very few “MRE systems”
• Three types of “outcomes” are assessed:
(1) health status & behaviours, (2) health knowledge,
skills, attitudes and (3) status of policies/programs
- should be “outputs”, measured after several years
- KA rarely examined, SNBI ignored, education systems avoid
- PPP of ministries, local authorities, health sector not
assessed – only schools, usually just educators-not systemic
- Linear logic models increasingly discredited for assessing
comprehensive approaches to ecological, open systems
except for evaluation of specific interventions

• The status quo in MRE reflects confusion and lack of
clarity about school health promotion

2. Contexts, Process & Politics

• Context Matters: school traditions, governance
structures, cultures,
systems/organizational/professional readiness
will/should determine focus, measures, methods
used in MRE
• Process will influence/determine product and its
use by practitioners, officials and policy-makers
• Politics (ie. interactions among people,
organizations) will always affect our choices,
concerns so the pursposes and use of the
assessments should be as explicit and open as
possible
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3. International Initiatives &
Implications
• School Awards/Accreditation (Taiwan, MRE systems in SE Asia)
• Regular student/school PPP surveys with analysis & dissemination (USA)
• Basic Core Self Assessment Tools & Thematic/Topic Indicators (UNESCO,
UN Agencies & NGO’s)
• Student Health Behaviour Surveys (GSHS & HBSC)
• Including health and nutrition as an option in theme-based basic
education/development program evaluations (World Bank-SABER)
• Voluntary national school-focused PPP self-assessment surveys (WHO)
• Voluntary School Recognition/Incentives Programs on health/ issues
• Aggregated School Rubric Reports & Plans (New Zealand)
• Including health in school accountability systems (US)
• Integrating/growing self-selected health outputs within education systems
with shared accountability across health, social, education systems
(Europe, Canada)
• Monitoring by multi-level statistical & longitudinal trend analysis (England)

4. Improved Practice, More
Sharing
All suggestions apply to national as well as international level:
• More purposeful design, linking MRE to engagement of systems, local
authorities, professionals and to decisions about needs, priorities and
resources
• More concerted development of “MRE systems” that combine variety of
admin & survey data and analyses
• Continued re-conceptualization, Indicator Development to reflect
ecological/systems approach, integration of self-selected health outputs
within education system, more focus on 3 or 2 level and multiple
systems
• More reporting, more easy access to data/surveys, more secondary
analysis, more comparisons over time, to similar jurisdictions
• More avenues for sharing – currently only have HBSC researchers, GSHS
coordinator meetings, start-up efforts by Save the Children/UNESCO,
PCD/WB on Saber
• More MRE knowledge/information exchange and MRE Skills
Development – cross sector exchanges, go beyond officials, data and
research experts to engage others, training in data-based decisions
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5. An invitation to participate

• Join MRE International Discussion Group –
started in 2005 with CDC/IUHPE – defined
agenda, glossary terms, several recorded &
upcoming webinars, bibliography/tool-box
(www.schools-for-all.org) Select Discussion Groups
• Access ISHN country/state-provincial profiles
• Follow National Reports Twitter account
(www.twitter.com/shinsider_nr )
• Attend pre-IUHPE symposium Brazil 2016
dmccall@internationalschoolhealth.org
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Albert Lee
Professor (Clinical), JC School of Public Health and Primary Care, The Chinese University
of Hong Kong, British

Education
2013

Fellowship by distinction, Royal College of Physicians, London FRCP(Lond)

2010

Master of Research and Professional Study in Education, University of Bristol

2005

Fellowship by distinction, Royal College of Physicians, Ireland FRCP(Irel)

2005

Fellowship by distinction, Faculty of Public Health of Royal College of Physicians, UK (FFPH)

2004

Higher doctoral medical research degree (Doctor of Medicine), The Chinese University of Hong
Kong

1997

Master of Public Health (MPH), Chinese University of Hong Kong

Professional Experience
Since 2003

Clinical Professor of Public Health and Primary Care

Since 1999

Consultant in Family Medicine

Since 2011

Honorary Professor in Faculty of Education, University of Hong Kong

Since 2009

Adjunct Professor of Applied Health Science, Bloomington School of Public Health, Indiana
University, USA
Member of USA Institute of Medicine Forum on Investing in Children Globally project

2014

Visiting Professor, Department of Family Medicine, University Sains Malaysia

Since 2013

First Editor of Lancet-Hong Kong Edition

1995-2003

Associate Professor in Public Health and Primary Care (Associate Professor I 2002-03)

Since 2011

Consultant to Health Promotion Administration, Taiwan on implementation of accreditation
system of Health Promoting School

2011

Visiting Academic, Stellenbosch University, South Africa. Planned series of publication on
journey to promote school health from developed and developing countries

Temporary Advisor for WHO on Healthy Cities, School Health, Health Promotion (2003, 2007, 2008, 2009,
2010)
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Hong Kong Healthy School Award Scheme: Accreditation Approach
Albert Lee
Those priority risk behaviours causing global burden of diseases are often established early in life so the 45th
session of the UN Commission on Population and Development has chosen adolescents and youth as central
theme. There is now abundant evidence to show the significant impact of environment (physical and social)
on health of children and adolescents by Social Development Model study, epigenetic studies and
neuro-development studies. Healthy school environment would be highly conducive for healthy
development of children as it is a place where they learn and socialise. Evidence has suggested that the way
the school is led and managed, the experiences students have to participate and take responsibility for
shaping policies, how teachers relate to and treat students and how school engages local community and
parents, building many protective factors for health and reduces health risk behavior.

It is essential to

collect extensive evidence about what schools actually do in health promotion using the Health Promoting
School framework. It can assist schools and authorities to concentrate on the gaps and affirm qualities work
in schools through award upstream. If we only evaluate a narrow set of pre-determined outcomes
determined outcome, one would miss out richness of school health activities.

Outcomes should include

resources for living and have many components that have different degrees of importance to people as they
go through life.

There is the need, in addition to assessing standard outcomes for school health promotion

interventions, to look at what constitutes successful outcomes and increased input from students, teachers
and parents.

The accreditation system of Hong Kong Healthy School Award Scheme would provide a more

holistic appreciation and understanding of all the effects of school based health promotion.
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Hong Kong Healthy School Award Scheme: Accreditation Approach
2014 International Conference on Health Promoting School, Taiwan 13-14 November 2014
Professor Albert Lee MB BS( MedDeg_Lond) MPH DoctorateDeg in Med(CUHK) FFPH(UK) FRACGP(Aus) FRCP(Ireland) IOM(USA)
Professor (Clinical) and Director of Centre for Health Education and Health Promotion, and
Consultant in Family Medicine, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Adjunct Professor of Applied Heath Science, Indiana University, USA
Honorary Professor , Faculty of Education, University of Hong Kong

Outline of Presentation
• What should be effective strategies in tackling
early origins of disease?
• What should be effective school based model for
improving health of students?
• Health Promoting School (HPS) as ecological
model for health improvement
• Framework for evaluation of efficacy of HPS
• HPS ►Investment in children and adolescent
development
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Data Iceberg 㔠㒂⅘Ⱉ
Availability of
Information
屯㕁䘬⎗⼿⿏

Mortality 㬣ṉ䌯
Quality and Completeness
岒慷冯⬴㔜⿏
Disease notification 䕦䕭䘬忂䞍
Hospital activities 慓昊ℏ䘬㳣≽

Water level
㯜⸛䶂

Cancer registry 䗴䕯䘬㔠㒂
Chronic illnesses registry ㄊ⿏䕭䘬㔠㒂
General Practice morbidity ℐ䥹慓䗪ᷕ䘬䘤䕭䌯
Sickness 䓇䕭
Health Behaviours 埴䁢
Self help / Self care 冒ㆹ嬟䎮
Perception of Health ⮵䘬䚳㱽

Poor ⶖ

Poor ⶖ

Outcomes ㆸ㝄
-Infrastructure for
health
improvement,
health actions
in community

Intervention cutting across the
ecology of health for health
improvement

㨓嶐⸚枸䓇ン㓡┬䉨㱩

➢䢶䳸㥳㓡┬
䉨㱩炻䣦⋨ᷕ
䘬堃䓇埴≽

-- Attitudes,
health literacy,
social norm,
policies in
place ン⹎ˣ 

Health
Promotion
Interventions

䳈梲ˣ 䣦㚫夷䭬ˣ
⇘ỵ䘬㓧䫾

-Risk factors,
(behaviours,
environment,
services) 桐晒
⚈䳈(埴䁢ˣ 䑘
⠫ˣ㚵⊁炸
- Disease
pattern ,wellbeing, quality
of life 䕦䕭㧉⺷ˣ

Source: Hancock and Perkins
Health Education, Summer 1985, pps-10. With
kind permission to be used
for teaching and training

䓇㳣⑩岒
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Stewart-Brown, S. (2006). What is the evidence on school health promotion in improving school health or preventing disease and
specifically what is the effectiveness of the health promoting schools approach?. Copenhagen: World Health Organization.
Patton, G. Bond, L., Carlin, J., Thomas, L. Butler, H., Glover, S., Catalano, R. & Bowes, G. (2006). Promoting social inclusion in
schools: A group-randomized trial on student health risk behaviour and well-being. American Journal of Public Health, 96, pp 9.
Blum, R. McNeely, C. & Rinehart, P. (2002). Improving the odds: The untapped power of schools to improve the health of teens.
Center for Adolescent Health and Development, University of Minnesota

• Recent evidence suggests that the 㚨役䞼䨞嫱㒂栗䣢炻⬠㟉柀
way the school is led and managed,⮶⍲䭉䎮烊 ⬠䓇䘬㈽ℍ烊
the experiences students have to 侩ⷓ⮵⬠䓇ン⹎烊⬠䓇⤪ỽ
participate and take responsibility
for shaping policies, how teachers Ẍ䣦⋨⍲⭞攟⍫冯悥⎗⸓≑
relate to and treat students and how⺢䩳ᾅ嬟⬠䪍䘬⚈䳈⍲
school engages local community 㷃Ỷ檀⌙⚈䳈ˤ
and parents, build many protective
factors for health and reduces
health risk behavior StewartBrown, 2006. Blum et al.2002,
Patton et al 2006).

Global Meeting on Emerging Adolescent Health organised by Johns Hopkins
University Bloomberg School of Public Health held at Wingspread Conference Center,
Wisconsin, USA October 2011 published in supplementary issue (52-2S2) of Journal of
Adolescent Health 2013

• Research findings have confirmed the existence of
common determinants (e.g., pathways in the brain) and
the inter-relationships between the determinants of risk
behaviours and behaviours themselves, such that one
impacts the other.
• Growing up in persistently violent environments impacts
brain development, which in turn affects cognition,
emotional reactivity, mental health, and drug use etc.
Blum R and Dick B. Strengthening Global Programs and Policies for Youth Based on the Emerging
Science. J Adol Health 2013: 52: S1-3.

This special issue summarizes some of key issues with some abstracts
reflecting neuro-development, epigenetics, addictive and neurobiology on adolescent
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Epigenetics and Early Life Origins of Disease
Wang G, Wlker SO, Hong X, Bartell TR, Wang X. J Adol Health 2-13: 52: S14-21.

•Key features: Tissue and time sensitive; early life is critical
time window: reversible; responsive to internal and
external environments; inheritable;
•The overwhelming majority of chronic human disease is
driven by acquired changes in our genomic expression
during our life course.
•Mechanistic understanding of these epigenetic changes
will have important translational opportunities for public
health based prevention and intervention.

NIEHS Strategic Planning, 2011

Blum and Dick (2003)
Environmental factors interact with both genome and epigenome that controls gene expression
affecting morbidity and mortality in adolescence and beyond.
Young people are more likely to have their decision making derailed under emotional,
exciting, or stressful circumstances

Enhancing Positive Adolescent Neuro-development on Diet and Exercise through
hone-school-community. Lee A, Gibbs S. Enhancing Positive Adolescent Neuro-development on
Diet and Exercise through hone-school-community. J Adol Health 2013: 52: S39-42.

Home
- Making unhealthy food

School

difficult choice
- Withdraw rewards on excess
time on TV/interent and other
sedentary lifestyles, and
overconsumption of 'junk food'
- Creating a postive culture and
nd
rewarding and joful
environment to be physical
active and eating healthily
- Improve health literacy on
weight management
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Community

The physiological pathway in
response to food images involve
similar neural pathways associated
with drug addictions.
(Volkow ND, Wise RA. How can drug addiction help us
to understand obesity? Nat Neurosci 2005; 26(19): 516066.)

• Missing out richness of school health
activities by evaluating a narrow set of
pre-determined outcomes determined
outcomes. ႕ޑႣӃुޑۓԋ݀Ѩѐࡐӭ଼
நރᄊ!ၗǶ!

• Outcome should include resources for
living and have many components that
have different degrees of importance to
people as they go through life.
• There is the need, in addition to assessing
standard outcomes for school health
promotion interventions, to look at what
constitutes successful outcomes and
increased input from students, teachers
and parents. ӧຑᏢਠ଼நߦυႣǴ࣮࣮ϙሶ
ࢂԋф่݀ޑǴவᏢғǵ!௲ৣکৎߏΕӧዴۓдॺ
!ֽ่ޑ

• A more holistic appreciation and
understanding of all the effects of school
based health promotion.׳ӄय़ޑᢌ፞کှ
St Leger L., Kobe LJ., Lee A., McCall D., Young I. School Health: - Achievements, Challenges and Priorities. In McQueen D.,
Jones C. Global Perspective on Health Promotion Effectiveness. Springer, New York, USA., 2007.
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Moon A.M., Mullee M.A., Rogers L., Thompson R.L., Speller V. and Roderick P. (1999) Helping schools to become health-promoting
environments – an evaluation of the Wessex Healthy Schools Award. Health Promotion International, 14:111-122.
Lee A., Cheng F., St Leger L (2005). Evaluating Health Promoting Schools in Hong Kong: The Development of a Framework. Health
Promotion International, 20(2): 177-186.

• Audit type of evidence has provided schools and health and education authorities
with comprehensive maps about what is happening and how comprehensive it is. It
can assist schools and authorities to concentrate on the gaps and affirm qualities
work in schools through award upstream (Moon et al, 1999; Lec, Cheng & St Leger,
2005)
•

㟠姤⺷䘬㩊夾Ṏ㍸ὃᶵ⮹⮎姤䴎⬠㟉炘㔁做⍲慓䗪㨇㥳ᶨᾳℐ朊⿏䘬啵⚾⍣㍐≽Ὣ忚⬠㟉,
Ṏ⎗⸓≑⬠㟉⍲㚱斄㨇㥳普ᷕ墄㓹ᶵ嵛ᷳ嗽, 德忶䋶⊝妰∫Ṏ⎗ẍ≈⻟䘤⯽⃒岒⬠㟉ˤ

Hong Kong Healthy Schools Award Scheme
३ෝ଼நᏢਠዛᓰीჄ
Education Bureau,
HKSAR
३ෝձՉࡹࡹ۬
௲ֽػ

Healthy Schools (Pre-school) Award Scheme ଼நѴEducation Bureau, HKSAR
३ෝձՉࡹࡹ۬
༜ዛᓰीჄ
௲ֽػ
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WHO Western Pacific
Region
Шࣚ䉆ғಔᙃՋϼѳ
ࢩ

WHO Western Pacific
Region
Шࣚ䉆ғಔᙃՋϼѳࢩ

Healthy Promoting School
The concept of Health Promoting School would move beyond individual
behavioural change and to consider organizational structure change such
as improving the school’s physical and social environment, its curricula,
teaching and learning methods (Lee, 2002; WHO, 1999).

Aims of Health Promoting Schools:
•To empower students, staff and parents to actively influence their lives and
their living conditions (Peter Peacock, then Minister of Education and Young People, Scotland, 2004)
•The positive culture for health would facilitate higher level of health literacy
within the communities leading to a collective deeper understanding of social,
environmental, organizational and political factors that impact on health.
Children learn their patterns of behaviours either prosocial or antisocial from
the norms and values held by the social environment which they are bonded.
(Catalano et al, 2004).

Durkin (1995) argues that at the age 11-12, children tend to conform to some
kind of pro-social pressures from the peer group.
HPS is a mechanism to counteract the negative health of students which would
have impact on teaching and learning. (Lee, 2011)

Health Status

Learning outcomes

Framework of the indicators and guidelines for the HKHSA
•
•

•

•

•

The indicators cover the six key areas of HPS.
Each key area has a number of components and
checkpoints to reflect the major elements of HPS
and with targets for schools to achieve.
There are total of 25 components in the six key
areas serving as references and guidelines to
gauge school development, as well as to provide a
system for monitoring progress and assessing
schools’ health promoting status.
Each component consists of at least one or more
elements to demonstrate actions required in
relation to a particular component.
The six key areas are closely inter-related.
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Validation of different indicators of the
accreditation system
• Face validation: Pilot testing on some schools with
principals and teachers having basic understanding of HPS
• Content validation: HPS experts (local and international)
commenting on the contents
• Criterion validation: HPS experts with experience in
Healthy School Award scheme observe the process of
accreditation and benchmarking with international
standards within the local context
• Construct validation: Correlation of each element with the
component overall performance, and correlation of
performance of component with the key area overall
performance and overall performance of school.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK for Hong Kong Healthy Schools Programme
३ෝ଼நᏢਠीჄۺཷޑᙔҁ

Strategy in health promotion and health education is to
achieve mass shifts in risk factor prevalence and change in
policy and organizational practice, more than just simply
focusing on improving personal health literacy and behaviour
modification among defined individuals. Evidence of
success would be best built on data deriving from several
different sources; making use of qualitative and
quantitative information.
Lee A., Cheng F., St Leger L. Evaluating Health Promoting Schools in Hong Kong: The Development
of a Framework. Health Promotion International 2005; 20(2): 177-186.
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Model of Health Promotion Outcomes (Nutbeam, 1996)
• Health and Social Outcomes
Social
Assessment/Epidem
m
ilogical diagnosis

• Mortality, morbidity, functional and health status, quality of life,

• Intermediate Health Outcome
Ecological &
Behavioural
Assessment

• Lifestyle and behaviours, Environment, Services

• Health Promotion Outcomes
Educational
& Policy
Assessment

• Health literacy, Healthy public policies, Social
influence and action

Administrative
e

Assessment

• Health Promotion Action- Education,
facilitation and advocacy

On the whole, students from HSA group showed positive results in the health
behaviours of students and actions taken by schools.
䷥㊔侴妨炻⯙嬨HSAᷳ⬠䪍忚埴埴䁢⍲HSA⬠㟉⮎嶸Ὣ忚㕡朊悥㚱栗叿䘬ㆸ㝄ˤ
The study has demonstrated that schools participation in HSA scheme, could
produce visible and positive health-related impact on many aspects of school life
compared with non-participating schools.䞼䨞栗䣢炻⍫冯⬠㟉䋶⊝妰∫ᷳ⬠㟉冯
㰺㚱⍫冯妰∫ᷳ⬠㟉䚠㭼炻⍫冯妰∫⬠㟉⛐冯䚠斄⎬Ⰼ朊ᷳ㟉⚺䓇㳣悥㚱㖶栗⍲㬋朊
䘬⼙枧ˤ
The practice of HPS seems to help schools to modify risky health behaviours of
students and improve the school environment and atmosphere in health and
hygienic practice.
⮎嶸Ὣ忚⬠㟉㚱≑⬠㟉㓡┬⬠䪍ᷳ⌙⭛埴䁢ˣ⬠㟉䑘⠫ˣ桐㯋⍲堆䓇佺ㄋˤ
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Consolidation stage from 2005
• Development of Self Evaluation Scheme for Health Promoting
Schools
• International Training Workshops for Health Promoting Schools
• Development of new Senior Secondary School Curriculum in
Health and Social Care
• CHILD (Children Harmonious Innovative Lifelong development:
mental health promotion)
• International publications on outcomes of Health Promoting
School Effectiveness
• Building on the concept of Health Promoting Schools to develop
an Effective and Sustainable Model of ‘Healthy Campus’ 2008-10
• Quality Education Fund Thematic Network: Establishment of
Quality Circle of Health Promoting Schools for Quality Education
and Student Well-being.

HPS Self Evaluation System

http://www2.cuhk.edu.hk/hep/ses
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Key Components of SES
Stakeholders’ Survey
Used for collecting
comments and
suggestions on
school life and HPS
development in
school from different
stakeholders, staff,
students and parents.

School Health
Education Record

Physical Environment
Observation

All health education
curricula and
activities were
recorded together
with teachers
training and parents
training.

Used specially
designed checklist for
staff, students and
parents to evaluate
the school HPS
environment, such as
safety, hygiene etc.

HPS 6 Key Areas Self
Evaluation

Report and Follow Up
Reports on different health
initiatives are provided and
school can use the report for
improving the HPS status and
planning for HPS development.

Based on the findings
from the above tools to
rate each checkpoints
and components in SES

Baseline Needs Assessment of School on
status of Health Promoting School (HPS)
using established tools of CUHK

Self Evaluation Tool for
re-assessment

- Student Health Profile reflecting the
health and well being of students
- School Health Profile reflecting the
strength, weakness, opportunities and
threats in developing as HPS

Sustain Quality Standard of
HPS

Intervention strategies through
- Educational approach via staff professional
development and capacity building of
students
- School policies and management
- Extended services to school for health
promotion
- Improvement of school environment
- Enhancement of social support and school
connectedness
- Mobilisation of community resources

Correlation of changes of
student health profile with
changes of school health profile
and identify areas for
continuous improvement and
remedial actions
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School’s Physical Environment – Provision of a Safe and Hygienic Environment
Recent study on 2 primary and 2 secondary schools in NT west
Findings from Baseline Assessment:
• Safety and hygiene of the school environment is highly concerned in all four participating
schools, but only two of them have established a committee to formulate, monitor and
implement occupational safety and health in school.
Findings from the Stakeholders’ Survey: (“6” stands for “Totally Agree”)
• Students agreed that safe environment was provided within the school premise (Average
score was 4.5 or above).
• Students also agreed that the overall school environment is clean including the
playground, classrooms etc (Average score was 4 or above).
Findings from Student Health Survey of P4 and S3 Students
• About 65.4% of the students indicated that they often obey traffic signals or obey the
signals all times during the past 7 days .
• About 39.5% of the students indicated that they seldom or never put on seatbelt where
seatbelt facility is available in a vehicle (e.g. taxi and some mini-buses) during the past 12
months.
` Improvement has been seen in one of the
secondary schools about obeying the traffic
signals
◦ 2012/13: 46.2%
Ç 5.6%
◦ 2013/14: 51.8%
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Lee A, Ho M, Keung VMW, Cheung CKM. Factors influencing adolescent girls’ decision in
initiation for Human papillomavirus vaccination: A cross-sectional Study in Hong Kong. BMC
Public Health 2014; 14:925DOI: 10.1186/1471-2458-14-925

• Objective: To assess the knowledge of and attitude towards cervical cancer
prevention among Chinese adolescent girls in Hong Kong, and to identify
factors influencing the initiation of HPV vaccination.
• Design: Cross-sectional study conducted during the period of October 2010 to
November 2010 by . self-administered questionnaire among 1,416 girls from 8
secondary schools.
• Results: The uptake rate was low (7%) with 58% respondents in precontemplation and contemplation stage. The survey identified a significant gap
in knowledge on prevention. The main channels of information were from
media and very few from schools or parents.
• 70% expressed their wishes to have more information on cancer prevention,
and 78% stated that they were willing to change their lifestyles if they knew
the ways of prevention. Multivariate analysis identified three independent
significant factors for initiation of vaccination (action and intention):
- perceived cancer as terrifying disease,
- school should provide more information on cancer prevention,
- comments from relatives and friends having received the vaccine.
- The cost of vaccination and socio-economic background were not found to
be significant.

Family – School – Community Doctor Model
Enhancing the vaccination rate in 2011
Lee A., Chan PKS. Interim Result for School Based Cervical Cancer Education and Prevention Programme.
50th Anniversary Multidisciplinary Conference, The Hong Kong Paediatric Society 17-19 Aug 2012, Hong
Kong.

Family
1. Ease the concerns of vaccination
through the health talk, pamphlet and
online education.
2. Encourage parents discussing the
topic with their daughters and friends.

School

Community Drs

1. Provide the site for on-site
vaccination of 1st dose
2. Provide information to parents and
students
3. Encourage the participation of
students
4. Encourage the discussion of the
benefits of vaccination among students

1. Invited by HKMA
2. Invited to the school for health talk
and 1st dose vaccination
3. Provide the 2nd and 3rd dose
vaccination at their clinic

28
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Vaccination rate of school girls
• No. of target girls = 8074
• No. of participated girls = 2248
• Vaccination rate = 27.8%
Baseline vaccination rate: 4.9% (250/ 5120).
Lee A., Chan PKS. Interim Result for School Based Cervical Cancer Education
and Prevention Programme. 50th Anniversary Multidisciplinary Conference,
The Hong Kong Paediatric Society 17-19 Aug 2012, Hong Kong.

2009 study: HPV vaccination uptake ~7%
Lee A, Ho M, Keung VMW, Cheung CKM. Factors influencing adolescent girls’
decision in initiation for Human papillomavirus vaccination: A crosssectional Study in Hong Kong. BMC Public Health 2014; 14:925
DOI: 10.1186/1471-2458-14-925

HEALTH PROMOTING SCHOOLS
“The mind of a child, once expanded to the dimensions of larger
ideas, never returns to its original size.⽫ᷕ䘬ᶨᾳ⬑⫸炻ᶨ㫉㒜⯽
⇘㚜⣏䘬゛㱽炻㯠怈ᶵ㚫彼⚆⇘℞⍇⥳⣏⮷ˤ
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Inter-school Soccer Tournament“KICK OUT TB”

Prospect … . ….……2013-2015……………Foundation

Establishment of
the Hong Kong
Health Promoting
School Net as a
virtual learning
platform for people
who are interested
in HPS

Paving the pathway
to a Structuralized
Organisation where
youth leaders
advocate for better
health based on
evidence

Building
substantial
Quality Exemplars
and Practical
Resources

Interaction with health
professionals and key
stakeholders in the
community leading to
Empowerment

Application of Cyber
Channels for
knowledge transfer
and promotion of

Student Health
Captain Award
Scheme adopting a

Healthy School

participative approach
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Formation of
Supervisory Board
of Healthy School
Practices for the
integration of health
promoting elements
as core components
of a quality school

Consultation
meetings and
review of HPS
criteria with
school heads

Professionalism
and Enhanced
leadership of
educators who
promote health
in school
(HPS Journal)

Reflection of
Good Practices
through
Interview and
Publication

District-based Learning
Community and Mentorship
Building for school linkage and
sharing of good practices

Activity Highlights in Mar-Jun 2013

Student Health Reporter: experience sharing between schools
Team-building
game

School-based
sharing

Inter-school
information
exchange

H l h Captains
Health
C i ffrom diff
different schools
h
shared their
school-based health promotion experiences to
other members promoting information exchange
omotion practices.
of good health promotion

Activity Highlights in Mar-Jun 2013

Student Health Reporter: interviews with health professionals

Visits in public hospital

Family doctor
Pediatrician
Clinical psychologist
Chinese Medicine Practitioner
Pharmacist
Nurse
Dietitian
Physiotherapist

Health Captains had a chance
to conduct interviews with
health professionals to learn
knowledge related to child and
adolescent health and have
more insight in career planning.
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Resources enrichment
HPS video channel
www.youitv.com/partner/hps
health topics FAQ (50+ videos):
• 滣㓷デ⎗⏎德忶喍䈑㟡㱣␊烎
• ⬠䓇⤪ỽ冺䶑⡻≃烎
• ⛐婚⭌⤪ỽ枸旚⁛㝻䕭␊烎
• 㳩滣埨㗪ㅱ⾶湤彎␊烎
• ⾶㧋Ẍㇻ怲䆸䅺䂌ᶨ溆␊烎
• ἧ䓐⸛㜧暣儎䫱暣⫸䓊⑩⦧⊊ᶵ列㚱䓂
湤⼙枧␊烎
School-based health promotion :
• St Joseph College: Clean School Campaign
• 俾℔㚫ᷣ】⮷⬠烉Ὣ忚Ʉℐ㟉┇凒ġ
┇≽䥖
Occupational health promotion :
↿
• ˬ⚃偊ᾅ䞍⣂⮹烎˭忳≽䲣↿
充悐橐斄䭨䀶

Health Promoting School and School Improvement ©Professor Albert Lee 2013
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Improve healthy literacy of students,
staff and students
㍸⋯⬠䓇ˣ⭞攟⍲㔁ⷓ䳈梲

Safe and harmonious
community Æ safe and
harmonious school
⬱ℐ⍲媏䣦㚫Æ⬱ℐ⍲
媏⬠㟉

Community initiates
Healthy
City Movement
䣦⋨㍐埴❶ⶪ

User friendly services for
disease prevention and
health promotion
怑姕枸旚⍲㍐⺋㚵⊁

Association for
Supervision
and Curriculum
Development

Healthy Public Policies
strengthened Healthy
School Policies
℔ℙ堆䓇㓧䫾⻟⊾
⬠㟉㓧䫾

• High standard of hygiene
檀㯜⸛䣦⋨堆䓇
• Facilities for physical activities
and recreation
㳣≽⍲ẹ攺姕㕥

21st IUHPE World Conference
on Health Promotion
(23-29 August)
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ȨޕϐࣁޕϐόࣁޕόޕࢂޕΨǶȩ!
)ࣁࡹጇ3;28*!

䞍暋埴㖻

⏦⾈⎹
ᶨ⼨䃉⇵
グ㋓グ⤖
ℵ㍍ℵ⍚

⬓ᷕⰙ⃰䓇 Dr. Sun Yat-Sen Graduated as Medical Doctor in 1892, Hong Kong
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Ṧ㌂
̩̃͋̍̇
Let professionals all around the
world to address the ways ahead
for the international
collaboration to promote better
health of our children
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Objective 4:
Future Action of
School Health Program
᳹朊▙ 
ἣẁ廰⨶㛟壆䐩ᴉ
㗨Ṅ圊↓㑷⋏
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Objective 4

Future Action of School Health Program

th

November 15 , Saturday, 13:00-15:20

Chieh-Hsing Liu
Professor, Health Promotion and Health Education, College of Education, National Taiwan
Normal University, Taiwan

Education
1991.09-1996.06

Ph.D

University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), U.S.A.

1982.09-1985.06

M.ED

National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan (R.O.C)

1977.09-1981.06

B.ED

National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan (R.O.C)

Professional Experience
z

Health Promoting School Consulting and Network Maintenance Program, Project Leader

z

K-12 EA MOE Curriculum & Instruction Consulting Committee, Health and Physical Education Learning
area Program, Project Leader

z

Enhancing national secondary school teachers health education and teaching expertise Program,
Project Leader

z

12 years of teaching in the field training syllabus country work plan, Health and Physical Education
Learning area, Convener

z

National Secondary school Normalization of teaching visiting team, Committee member

z

Executive Yuan, Directorate-General of Personnel Administration, Employee Assistance Program
Committee member

Awards and Honors
2014

12 consecutive years Ministry of Technology thematic research program grants

2014

Special talents reward, Ministry of Technology

2014

Senior excellent teacher award (30years), National Taiwan Normal University

2012

Outstanding educator & public service award, Ministry of Education

2011-2014

Special talents reward, National Taiwan Normal University

2009

Nominated by the Ministry of Technology as the project host of “annual outstanding
application of research results”

2008

Wooden Bell Award, Annual United Conference of ROC Educational Academic Organization

1999

Service Award, Annual United Conference of ROC Educational Academic Organization
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Objective 4

Future Action of School Health Program

th

November 15 , Saturday, 13:00-13:30

David Edwards
Deputy Secretary General, Education International, USA

Education
2007-2014

University of Maryland: College of Education, College Park, MD

2004

University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa

2000-2001

Harvard University: Graduate School of Education, Cambridge, MA

1994-1998

Mount Union College, Alliance, OH

Experience
2012-present Deputy General Secretary, Education International
2007-20012

Associate Director for International Relations, National Education Association of the United
States, Washington, D.C.

2001-2007

Education Specialist, Organization of American States, Department of Education and Culture,
Washington, D.C.

1999-2000

Program Coordinator and Curriculum Designer, Amigos del Hogar, , La Paz, Bolivia

1999-2000

Contributing Writer, the Bolivian Times, La Paz, Bolivia

1998-1999

Teacher/Program Coordinator, The American International School of Bolivia, (AISB),
Cochabamba, Bolivia

1997-1998

High School German Teacher, Louisville High School, Louisville, Ohio

1994-1995

English Program Coordinator, Nachbarschafthilfwerke (Community Support Center) , Vienna,
Austria

Technical Skills
z

Project design, management and evaluation

z

Technical writing (proposals, policy briefs and white papers)

z

Tri-lingual (Spanish, German and English)

z

Conducting and presenting research

z

Qualitative and quantitative analysis

z

Intercultural negotiations and collaboration
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Towards Integral Engagement in the Post-2015 Process: Educators Views from
within and beyond the Global Education First Initiative
David Edwards
The Secretary General’s Education First Initiative (GEFI) has successfully raised the profile of quality, access
and global citizenship in the post-2015 agenda by reaching across major stakeholder groups and supporting
countries that champion their call. Education International, the voice of the world’s teaching profession and
education support personnel represent 30 million collective voices that are part of that call and part of the
framing, implementation and assessment process that translate those words into actions in communities
around the world. This presentation will look at examples of the interconnections and engagement
opportunities available at global and national levels to further alliances and networks that can promote
health and education as mutually reinforcing and integrally linked global priorities.
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Towards integral engagement
in the Post-2015 process:

Educators views
from within and beyond
the Global Education First Initiative
Dr. David Edwards

Deputy General Secretary, Education International

The Global Education First Initiative (GEFI)
A high level engagement project : the Secretary-General
himself with the involvement of UN agencies such as
UNESCO, UNDP, UNICEF, the World Bank…
It aims to :

• expand access to education;
• improve the quality of learning; and
• foster global citizenship.
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The Missing Link:

Health!
Our experience shows
that those goals are not
achievable without
health, seen as a “global
well-being, physical,
mental and social” (WHO).

Health is not strongly
enough taken into
account in GEFI,
whereas the link
between health and
education is so strong!

Concrete
facts
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No learning without
water and sanitation
• The WHO estimates 443 millions
school days are lost each year due
to water related diseases
• 1.4 million children die every year
from diarrhea caused by unclean
water and poor sanitation

No learning
without food

• 66 million school-aged children
go to school hungry
•

•

“Evidence from Latin America finds that being stunted at age 6
was equivalent to losing four grades of schooling” says the
GEFI initiative
According to UNESCO, if all mothers had primary education,
1.7 million would be saved from stunting. They would be 12.2
million saved if all mothers had secondary education
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No school
when illness hits
•
•

At some point during the Ebola crisis more than a
million of children in Sierra Leone were denied school

In Kenya and Nigeria it is estimated that
students loose between 3 and 12 days of
school per year due to malaria
•

No social
well being
without
gender
equality

Every 30 seconds a child dies from malaria

• Women represent 54% of children out of school
• Girls are increasingly forced to drop out because of
teenage pregnancy or on account of the school
environment being inadequate and unsafe for them

• Only 20% of low income countries have achieved
gender equality in primary education
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No universal right
to education
without support
for disabled children !

No global (or local!)
citizenship
when violence
occurs at school
•

In Belgium, in 2012, on 1,315 cases of violence
and discrimination, 50% were linked to racist
behavior, and 6% to homophobic attitude.

•

In an study by the University of Quebec in
Montreal, of 2,700 children at school, 38% were
harassed due to their sexual orientation.
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In France,
in 2009-2010
41% of people
from 10 to 24
have felt victim
of discrimination
(compared to 7%
in average)

No education
without educators
and support personnel
•

Absenteeism due to health problems account to
almost 10% of the teachers in Tunisia according to
a recent study

•

Educators are at risk: scores died recently from Ebola
in Liberia and in Sierra Leone

•

More than 90% of schools in the world lack an ESP in
the field of health and social support

There is a

strong link
between
education and health
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Education International

Educators in action

Involved and
legitimate actors
Education International (EI) is the global union
federation of teachers and education workers.
EI is the voice of 30 million professionals from
all education levels, from early childhood to
university:
Teachers of course, but also Education Support
Personnel
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ESN - a specific tool
The Education and Solidarity Network
(ESN) is an international partnership
dedicated to the promotion of health and
quality education through solidarity based
projects.
Education International founded the
network with other partners and has been
working on these issues through the
Network since its creation.

for health & education action

EFAIDS
Program
The EFAIDS program is a concrete
example of how teachers can
successfully deliver health education.
Over 300, 000 teachers in nearly 50
countries benefited from building
activities to prevent the spread of HIV
and AIDS through Education for All.
They also carried out research on
several topics and implemented
workplace policies.
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Focus on education workers’
occupational health to better
understand their health
issues

International
survey
on health factors
for Education
professionals is
underway to:

Reach more than 10,000
teachers and education
workers in 20 countries
Inform future projects of
relevance to the entire
education sector.

Education
and Advocacy
project in Haiti
In Haiti, Education professionals and
Education communities mobilize for:
• Better knowledge of the rights to social
protection;
• Local access to health care;
• A first pilot program on health and sexuality
education;
• A first pilot program on social protection.
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The Mutual
society project
in Burkina Faso

•

United Education unions are launching their
mutual health care program.

•

It’s a pilot project seeking to extend social
protection mechanisms to the entire
population.
This is also a means to foster health education.

•

• Mobilizing young
education professionals
as an international
driving force for better
education communities;
• Looking for new means
to involve young adults
in solidarity
organizations;

The Millennials
project

• Share experiences
between unions.
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EBOLA
prevention
program

In October EI committed to supporting local
unions in the development and implementation of
programs promoting health and hygiene in
classrooms as a response to the EBOLA crisis

The time
to act
together
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It’s time
Millenium Development Goals 2015
are coming to an end … with
mitigated success on the health and
education issues

The new Sustainable Development
Goals are underway, but need to be
strengthened on health and
education

It’s time to
Health and
education are
included in the
new Sustainable
Development
goals, but there is
a need to
reinforce their
synergy effects
and the explicit
engagement on
results
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engage
•

Need to consider that Quality
Education is at the service of
development goals such as health

•

Need to improve Education
professionals’ health and working
conditions as part of quality
Education professionals focus

•

Need to guarantee healthy (broadly
concieved) learning environment

The role of Governments is essential
• The State shall remain responsible for ensuring
quality education and health for all, as promoted by
U.N. in its social protection floors initiative and
based on the UNDHR
• There will be a need to be vigilant and proactive
with national authorities to ensure they do their
part

The place to engage

= school!

We must place school at the center
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A partnership
to engage!

Education International,
with the Education Solidarity
Network, and all Education
professionals are ready to
do their part, both in:
• Advocacy with the states
and internationally
• Developing concrete
solutions through local
initiatives
• Leveraging global
processes and
mechanisms for systemic
change
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www.ei-ie.org
www.educationsolidarite.org
www.unite4education.org

Thank you
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November 15 , Saturday, 13:30-14:00

Didier Jourdan
Dean and Professor, Faculty of Education ESPE Clermont-Auvergne, France

Education
2010

A Masters and a PhD in ethics of public health at the University Marc Bloch Strasbourg II France

1997

An university diploma in “drug addiction prevention” at the University of Auvergne ClermontFerrand, France

1995

A masters in neurosciences at the University Pierre and Marie Curie Paris IV and a PhD in
neuropharmacology at the University of Auvergne Clermont-Ferrand I France

1990

An university diploma in “health education” at the University of Nancy France

1986

A Bachelor’s and Master’s Degree at the University Claude Bernard Lyon I and teaching
qualification in Biology

Professional Experience
z

September 2004 onwards͒Professor of Education (and Dean of the Faculty of Education since 2010)

z

Head of the Research Centre for Health Education and Health Promotion PAEDI EA 4281

z

Course Director: Masters Education and Public Health

z

September 2010 onwards͒Adjunct Professor͒Faculty of Education and Health Sciences, University of
Limerick, Ireland.

Biography
Didier Jourdan is Full Professor, Dean of the Faculty of Education of the University Blaise Pascal
Clermont-Ferrand, France. He’s also Adjunct Professor at the University of Limerick Ireland. During the last
10 years he was the head of the ‘health education in schools’ research group (ACTé EA 4281). His research is
focused on health education and health promotion in schools and concerns three main fields. Teaching: his
main concern is to identify teachers’ perceptions of their role, missions and competencies, gain further
knowledge of their practices in health education; Learning: he also leads research programs aiming at
assessing impact of teaching practices on pupils learning and tries to identify what constitutes evidence of
the effectiveness of health promotion; Training: he’s involved in studies aiming at studying teacher training
in health education and health promotion. He is one of France’s leading health promoters and health
educators. He is a special advisor to the minister of education and to the minister of health for Children and
Adolescent health policy in France.
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Health Promotion in Schools, the Challenge of Teacher Training
Didier Jourdan
Schools are considered to be key settings for health promotion. WHO advocate that, "school health
programmes that co-ordinate the delivery of education and health services and promote a healthy
environment could become one of the most efficient means available for almost every nation in the world to
improve significantly the well-being of its people".
But the core business of schools is actually focused on educational outcomes, not reducing health problems.
In most countries, schools give low priority to health promotion, and school staffs, mainly teachers, are not
aware of their role in health promotion.
Studies show that teachers who have received health promotion training tend to be involved more
frequently in health promotion projects and have a more comprehensive approach to health education.
Pre-service and in-service staff training is then a main challenge.
For a teacher, who has many priorities, it is not easy to have a clear view of his or her own contribution to
health promotion. Defining teacher’s role is all the more important since responsibility for children’s health
lies primarily with the parents and that health promotion is by no means neutral. It lies at the intersection
between the private and public domains, related to behavioural issues that are determined culturally and to
the most intimate of personal decisions. The first aim of teacher training in health promotion is then to help
them have a clear view of their mission and its ethical limits.
The purpose of this lecture is to take a stock of where we are at a global level, make explicit the challenges
linked to teacher education in health promotion, and to offer some resources to deal with them.
The present “2014 International Conference on Health Promoting School” could be an opportunity to
strengthen and advocate for teacher training in health promotion.
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Health Promotion in
Schools, the Challenge of
Teacher Training

2014 International Conference on Health Promoting School
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Pr. Didier Jourdan
Blaise Pascal University France

WHAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE?
fWhole school approach
fSustainable
fMultifactorial
fAppropriate training

Steward Brown 2006

WHAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE?

Curriculum
Teaching
and Learning

School
organization

Community
links and
partnerships
Health as an integral part of whole school management and planning.
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What is the next step?
y The core business of schools is actually

focussed on educational outcomes, not
reducing health problems.
y In most countries, schools give low priority to

health promotion and school staffs, mainly
teachers, are not aware of their role in health
promotion.
y Responsibility for children’s health lies primarily

with the parents.

What is the next step?
y From the public health point of view : schools are

viewed as playing a key role in solving society’s health
problems.
y From the educational point of view : the goals of
school are not to improve children’s health but to
ensure the success of all pupils.
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FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF
THE HEALTH SECTOR

FROM AN EDUCATIONAL POINT
OF VIEW
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What is the next step?

Change management:
tSchool ecosystem
tPeople (students, parents,

professionals, …)

Various situations all over the World
y Depending on individual countries, health is not taken

into account in educational policies in the same way.
Because …
y political organization
y priorities
y organisation and goals of education systems
y context
y constraints
y … Differ from one country to another
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SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC
HEALTH
y Since they were established, schools have

assumed a public health role.
Tensions between
different views of
the role of the
school system

« The grass is always greener on the other side of the fence »

The challenge of teacher training
Staff training is something we share from North to
South, East to West: whatever the school system there
are teachers and teacher trainers everywhere.
fSecondary school teachers: 30,4 millions
fPrimary school teachers: 28,3 millions.
UNESCO 2011

In a health promotion perspective, giving teachers the means to develop,
in their own school context, a health promotion approach adapted to
the needs of their students is a main objective.
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The challenge of teacher training
y Studies show that teachers who have received

health promotion training tend to be involved
more frequently in health promotion projects
and have a more comprehensive approach to
health education.

Simar and Jourdan 2010

Factors governing the way in which health
promotion programs are implemented

Variable

OR

The interest in working in
the field of LT.

1,97

The group the teachers
belonged to (training +
support vs support)

3,74

Starting to work in the field
of LT after a group
session

2,97

P
p=0,001
p=0,026

p=0,056

Simar and Jourdan 2010

multivariate analysis
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SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS
y It is not enough to give people guidelines
y It is necessary to give them the means to

build competencies …
y The challenge of training
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f“The curriculum is overloaded, English, Math,

Irish, History, Geography, Science, SESE, SPHE,
PE, Drama, Music, like it’s just impossible, I
mean you have just to pick and choose but
SPHE, there are weeks sometimes we haven’t
taught because it’s just, it wouldn’t be, it’s not a
priority”.
Primary school teacher Cork 2008

Educating, a hard job …
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Family
State
School
Municipalities
Community
In a multicultural societies ….

Health promotion and the teacher’s
mission
For a teacher, who has many priorities of schooling,
including building literacy and numeracy skills;
scientific and artistic competencies; societal, historical
and cultural dimensions, and who have in fact to
provide the means for all to succeed, it is not easy to
have a clear view of his or her own contribution to
health promotion.

A need for coherence
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Health promotion and the teacher’s
mission
y Defining teacher’s role is all the more important since

responsibility for children’s health lies primarily with
the parents and that health promotion is by no means
neutral.
y It lies at the intersection between the private and
public domains, related to behavioural issues that are
determined culturally and to the most intimate of
personal decisions.

Health promotion and the teacher’s
mission
y The first aim of teacher training in health

promotion is then to help them have a clear view
of their mission and its ethical limits.

« Ethics should no longer be seen as a
reflection about health education, but as
its very object.» Deschamps JP, (2000).
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CONTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL VARIABLES
TO HEALTH DETERMINANTS
(EXAMPLE: SCHOOL CLIMATE)

Student
92%

School is not a
magic wand

Teacher School
7%
1%

Teachers are not
Wizards and
Witches

Jourdan 2010

Multilevel analysis

Health promotion and the teacher’s
mission
y The first aim of teacher training in health

promotion is then to help them have a clear
view of their mission and its ethical limits.
y Before giving them methodological tools,
teacher training aims at helping them build
their professional identity.
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The challenge of teacher training
1. National act
2. Circular
3. Activity of the staff

Full stop ?

The challenge of teacher training

Teachers are not robots performing a
prescribed series of actions, but are
subject to a set of constraints on their
actions, and from these constraints
emerges a way of performing professional
activities.

Goigoux 2007
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The challenge of teacher training
“Teachers make multiple decisions for which there
are many reasons other than promoting students'
learning: for example, in order to remain in the
students' favour, in order that students are not "set
up to fail", in order to maintain a good atmosphere
in class, in order to keep up their own motivation
levels, or in order to conserve their energy. All
teachers have to feel good enough in class in order
to "get through" each day and "last" throughout a
career".
Goigoux 2007

The challenge of teacher training

Activities depend on factors that can be institutional
(requirements of curriculum, the school's goals,
circulars) but also personal (teachers' own
representations of their task in health education,
personal narratives) or connected to the intended
audience (students and their needs and expectations).
This all takes place in a specific context (working
conditions).
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Determining factors of the activity
Personal factors

CONTEXT

Institutional factors

Student-related
factors

Teacher’s activity in
health promotion

On institution,
hierarchy,
community

On students
On the teacher
himself

Potential effects of the activity

f“I personally am interested in Health so I’m

teaching about healthy / unhealthy food”
f“In my view there is very little difference
between the religion course and health
education and relationship course they are
both seeking to help the person, to achieve their
potential and it is the person who is the focus and I
would maintain that they complement each other”

Primary school teachers Cork 2008
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DETERMINING FACTORS OF HEALTH
PROMOTION PRACTICES

Institutionnal
determinant

Personnal
determinant

Student-related
determinant

TEACHERS

DETERMINING FACTORS OF HEALTH
PROMOTION PRACTICES

Institutionnal
determinant

Personnal
determinant

Nurses and doctors
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Student-related
determinant
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A new
professional
identity
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A coherent training program ….
Millefeuille

Mayonnaise

What is the next step?
f Support universities and teacher training

A change
management
process…

colleges in the developments of
coherent pre-service and in-service
programs
f Advocate for health promotion in
universities and teacher training colleges
f Strengthen the link research/training in
teachers professional development
f Promote research on teachers’
professionnal identity in relationship to
health promotion
f Train the trainers
f Support the national networks (health
and educationsectors)
f Improve international relationships
f Take our time…
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If one is truly to succeed in leading a
person to a specific place, one must first
and foremost take care to find him where
he is and begin there.
... Anyone who cannot do this is himself
under a delusion if he thinks he is able to
help someone else.

Søren Kierkegaard

Health Promotion in
Schools, the Challenge of
Teacher Training

http://www.internationalschoolhealth.org
Free download
www.inpes.sante.fr
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